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Part I
Truss Spans

Part I – Truss Spans
Section A:
Truss Condition

Legend:

Part I – Truss Spans
Section B: Gusset Plate Condition

Legend:
PIT – Pitting
SL – Section Loss
Hvy – Heavy
REP - Repair
Lam – Laminar Corrosion

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Bottom Chord
Structural Member Condition

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

L0-L1 W

Web rivets in Satisfactory
Condition

Batten Plate at L0 100% Section
Loss. 100% of lacing bars are
heavily deteriorated.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
laminar corrosion on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Minor laminar
corrosion on the full length of the web.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L0-L1 E

-

10% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 10% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/8" section loss on outside face at joints and
laminar corrosion on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
laminar corrosion on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
laminar corrosion on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
laminar corrosion on inside faces.

50% of lacing bars on top flange
100% rivet heads on interior have deterioration and 10% of
web have 50% section Loss lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/8" Section Loss on outside face at joints.

1/8" Section Loss on outside face at joints and
1/16" section loss on vertical leg of flange angle.

1/16" section loss overall at joint. Heavy laminar
corrosion for full length with 1/8" section loss for
top 2" of web.

1/8" section loss on outside face at joints and
laminar corrosion on inside faces.

L1-L2 W

L1-L2 E

-

10% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 10% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/8" Section Loss on outside face at joints.

1/8" Section Loss on outside face at joints.

L2-L3 W

-

-

1/16" section loss on outside face at L3 and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at L3 and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at L3 and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at L3 and
surface rust on inside faces. Bottom 3" of web has
heavy laminar corrosion.

L2-L3 E

-

1/8" Section Loss on outside face at L3.

1/8" section loss for full height at L3.

1/8" section loss for 4" high portion of web at L3.

L3-L4 W

20% of lacing bars on top flange 3/16" section loss on vertical legs of flange angles.
have deterioration and 20% of
3/4" wide portion of interior side flange angle
lacing bars on bottom flange
100% loss. 1/4" average thickness remaining on
have deterioration.
horizontal legs of angles.

Batten plates near L3 welded to
top chord. 75% of lacing bars
1/16" section loss on flange angles at L4. 3/16"
100% rivet heads on interior
on top flange have
section loss on outside face at L3. Heavy section
web have 50% section Loss deterioration and 75% of lacing loss on vertical legs of angles at L3. 1/4" remain
bars on bottom flange have
on exterior side vertical angle leg.
deterioration.

L3-L4 E

-

L4-L5 W

100% rivet heads on interior
web have 50% section Loss

L4-L5 E

30% of bottom row rivet
heads have section loss
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3/16" section loss on outside face at L3. 1/16"
section loss on outside face at L4.

1/16" section loss overall at joint. Heavy laminar
5/16" pitting on 50% surface area and heavy
corrosion for full length with 1/8" section loss for laminar corrosion on bottom 4" of web near joint
top 2" of web.
L1.

At L3: 1/8" section loss for 2" high portion of web. At L3: 1/8" section loss for 2" high portion of web.
Splice plate 1/8" section loss. At L4: 1/16" section 1/16" section loss on splice plate. At L4: 1/16"
loss for full height.
section loss for full height.

At L3: Heavy section loss on horizontal legs flange
At L3: Chord has additional web plates. 3/16"
At L3: Chord has additional web plates. 1/4"
75% of lacing bars on top flange
angles. 1/4" average remains. 1" wide portion on 1/8" section loss on horizontal and vertical legs of
have deterioration and 75% of
section loss on 4" high portion of the web. Heavy section loss on 7" high portion of web. Spice plate
exterior side angle has 100% loss. 1/4" section
flange angles at L3. 1/16" section loss on
lacing bars on bottom flange
deterioration on splice plate. At L4: 1/16" section has heavy deterioration. At L4: 1/16" section loss
loss on vertical legs of flange angles. At L4: 1/16
horizontal legs of angles at L4.
have deterioration.
loss for full height.
for full height.
section loss on horizontal legs of flange angles.

75% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 75% of
1/8" Section Loss on outside face at joints. 1/16" 1/8" Section Loss on outside face at joints. 1/16"
lacing bars on bottom flange
section loss on vertical legs at joints.
section loss on vertical legs at joints.
have deterioration; Broken
Lacing Bars at L5.

80% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 75% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

3/16" section loss on horizontal legs.

Exterior side of flange heavily deteriorated with
corrosion holes.

1/8" Section Loss full height

1/8" section full height

3/16" section loss for 50% of web at L4. 1/16"
section loss for full web at L3.

1/4" section loss for full web at L4.

I-A.1

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Bottom Chord
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

1/16" section loss full height at L6 and surface
rust throughout.

-

Heavy laminar corrosion on
lacing bars; lacing bars next to
Joint L6 were replaced

1/16" section loss at L6 and surface rust
throughout.

1/16" section loss at L6 and surface rust
throughout.

Laminar corrosion for 6" height from bottom
flange on full length. 1/16" section loss full height
at L6. Pitting around operator house stairwell
support connection.

L5-L6 E

-

60% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 60% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration; Batten
plates are severely deteriorated.

1/16" section loss at L6 and surface rust
throughout.

1/16" section loss at L6 and surface rust
throughout.

1/4" section loss at L6 and surface rust
throughout.

1/8" section loss for 10" high portion of web at L6
and surface rust throughout.

L6-L7 W

-

80% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 80% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration; Batten
plates are severely deteriorated.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces. Heavy laminar
corrosion on bottom 3" of web at L7.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces. Heavy laminar
corrosion on bottom 3" of web at L7.

-

85% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 85% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration; Batten
plates are severely deteriorated
with holes.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

L7-L8 W

-

40% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 40% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration; Batten
plates are severely deteriorated.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

Laminar corrosion and section loss at joints. 1/8"
section for 3" from top flange and 6" from bottom
flange. 1/16" section loss in other areas.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

L7-L8 E

-

Batten plates are severely
deteriorated with holes.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

At joints: 1/16" section loss on outside face and
surface rust on inside faces. At mid-bay: 1/4"
section loss on horizontal legs.

At joints: 1/16" section loss on outside face and
surface rust on inside faces. At mid-bay: 5/16"
section loss full height.

At joints: 1/16" section loss on outside face and
surface rust on inside faces. At mid-bay: 1/4"
section loss full height.

L5-L6 W

L6-L7 E

90% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 90% of At joints: 1/16" section loss on outside face and
lacing bars on bottom flange
surface rust on inside faces. At mid-bay: section
have deterioration; Batten
loss on horizontal legs - 5/16" thickness remains.
plates are severely deteriorated
1/8" section loss on vertical legs.
with holes.

L8-L9 W

-

L8-L9 E

-

80% of lacing bars on bottom
flange have deterioration .

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

L9-L10 W

-

10% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 10% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration; Batten
plates are severely deteriorated
with holes.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
surface rust on inside faces.

L9-L10 E

-

80% of top and bottom lacing
bars have deterioration; Batten
plates are severely deteriorated
with holes.

1/8" section loss on outside face at mid-bay.

1/8" section loss on outside face at mid-bay.
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1/4" section loss for 5" portion of outside face at
1/4" section loss for 25" on outside face of web at
mid-bay. 3/16" section loss for full height on
mid-bay.
inside face of web.

I-A.2

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Top Chord
Structural Member Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Bottom flange

U1-U2 W

25% of rivet heads have 75%
section loss.

U1-U2 E

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/2" pitting over 75% of surface

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

75% of exterior edge rivets
replaced with bolts.
Remaining rivets have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Edge of Top plate and angle with 1/4" remain

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U2-U3 W

25% of rivet heads have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/4" pitting across 25% of surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U2-U3 E

75% of exterior edge rivets
replaced with bolts.
Remaining rivets have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 3/16" average pitting across entire
surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Surface Rust throughout with 1/16" pitting in
some areas.

Surface rust with 1/4" pitting across 25% of
surface.

Surface Rust throughout with 1/16" pitting in
some areas.

Surface Rust throughout with 1/16" pitting in
some areas.

U3-U4 W

Laminar corrosion with section
25% of rivet heads have 75%
loss at edges of batten plate at
section loss.
U4.

U3-U4 E

75% of exterior edge rivets
replaced with bolts.
Remaining rivets have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 3/16" average pitting across entire
surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U4-U5 W

25% of rivet heads have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/4" pitting across 25% of surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U4-U5 E

75% of exterior edge rivets
replaced with bolts.
Remaining rivets have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 3/16" average pitting across entire
surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.
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I-A.3

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Top Chord
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web
1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U5-U6 W

75% of top flange rivet
heads have 75% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 1/4" pitting across 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face. Splice plate heavily
corroded at U5.

U5-U6 E

90% of rivet heads on
exterior edge have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 1/4" pitting across entire of
surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U6-U7 W

75% of top flange rivet
heads have 75% section loss.

Prying bending at bottom
batten plate at U6

Surface Rust throughout with 1/16" pitting in
some areas.

Heavy rust with 1/4" pitting across entire of
surface.

Surface Rust throughout with 1/16" pitting in
some areas.

Surface Rust throughout with 1/16" pitting in
some areas.

U6-U7 E

90% of rivet heads on
exterior edge have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 3/16" average pitting across entire
surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U7-U8 W

20% loss to rivet heads at
U7. Elsewhere 75% of rivet
heads on exterior edge have
75% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 1/4" average pitting across 50% of
surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U7-U8 E

75% of rivet heads on
exterior edge have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 3/16" average pitting across 50%
of surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U8-U9 W

At U9, 80% rivets head loss.
Elsewhere 75% of rivet
heads on exterior edge have
75% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 1/4" average pitting across 25% of
surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U8-U9 E

25% of rivet heads on
exterior edge have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 1/8" average pitting across 25% of
surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.
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I-A.4

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Diagonals
Structural Member Condition

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

L0-U1 W

-

Batten plates at lower chord are
welded to flange angles.

Pitting and some laminar corrosion with 1/8"
section loss on exterior face.

Laminar corrosion and pitting. Section loss varies
from 1/8" to 3/16".

3/16" section loss due to pitting for full height of
web.

1/8" section loss due to pitting for full height of
web.

L0-U1 E

2 missing rivets on top angle
at L0 east side.

-

1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
corrosion.

At U1: Heavy corrosion in west side web plate
Two 1 3/4" holes on top flange. Portion of flange
with section loss up to 1/16" deep at angle interior Pack rust and up to 1/16" pitting on outside face
near lower chord cut away and spliced for repair.
face. At L0: Pack rust and up to 1/16" pitting on
near lower chord.
Repair is welded.
outside face.

U1-L2 W

-

Up to 1/2" deep heavy pitting
on batten plate at L2.

Random areas of moderate to heavy corrosion.

U1-L2 E

Heavy corrosion of rivets in
lower batten plate with up
to 75% loss.

Batten plate at L2 with pitting
up to 3/8" deep.

1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
corrosion.

Outstanding leg of angles with pitting up to 1/16" Laminar corrosion on web with 1" corrosion hole
deep full width and section loss with 1/8" remain near sidewalk deck. Up to 1/16" section loss in
at batten plate full width.
other areas of web near L2.

Pack rust and up to 1/16" pitting on outside face
near lower chord.

L2-U3 W

-

Batten Plate at U3 with holes
throughout.

1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
corrosion.

Top chord splice plate at U3 with heavy pitting up
Top chord splice plate at U3 with heavy corrosion
to 1/2" deep with up to 100% loss of rivet heads.
at bottom with 3/8" loss. Pack rust and 1/16"
Laminar corrosion with up to 1/16" section loss at
pitting on outside face near lower chord.
near lower chord.

Pack rust and 1/16" pitting on outside face near
lower chord.

L2-U3 E

-

Pitting and 1/8" deep section
loss at lacing bars with 1/4"
remain and batten plate at L2
welded to diagonal.

1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
corrosion.

1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/4" pitting and corrosion at connection to lower
bar connections.
gusset plate.

Heavy corrosion with 1/4" loss / 1/4" remain to
web plate.

U3-L4 W

-

Batten plate at U3 with 100%
loss in 14"x9" area.

U3-L4 E

-

Bottom batten plate at lower
panel point heavily deteriorated 1/8" section loss near lower chord gusset plate.
with corrosion hole.

1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to lower
gusset plate. 1/8" pitting over 1" wide portion of
inside face of web.

Up to 1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to
lower gusset plate.

L4-U5 W

-

Batten plate at U5 with 100%
Up to 1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to
1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing
loss 10"x6" and heavy pitting up
lower gusset plate. 1/8" pitting over 1" wide
bar connections.
bar connections.
to 1/2" deep throughout.
portion of inside face of web.

Up to 1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to
lower gusset plate.

L4-U5 E

At deck level, some rivets
have 80% head loss.

Additional 1/2" plate welded to
existing batten plate at L4.
1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing Up to 1/16" pitting and corrosion at connection to
Original batten plate is heavily
bar connections.
bar connections.
lower gusset plate.
corroded with holes.

At deck level (L4), corrosion with pitting to 1/4"
deep.
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Pitting and some laminar corrosion near deck
surface.

Up to 1/8" pitting along edges of web plates.

Up to 1/8" pitting along edges of web plates.

1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing Up to 1/16" pitting and corrosion at connection to Up to 1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to
bar connections.
bar connections.
lower gusset plate.
lower gusset plate.

End of flange near lower chord cut away and
repaired with welded and botled splices.

I-A.5

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Diagonals
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

U5-L6 W

U5-L6 E

-

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

1/8" to 1/4" pitting in batten
plate and 2 rivet heads missing
1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" pitting and corrosion at connection to lower 1/16" pitting and corrosion at connection to lower
at L6; Several corrosion holes
bar connections.
bar connections.
gusset plate.
gusset plate.
1" dia. On top batten plate at
U5.

Lamination on bottom batten
20% to 70% section loss to 6 plate with corrosion hole near
rivet heads at L6.
lacing bars plus 1/16" pitting to
top batten plate at L6 .

1/8" section loss near lower chord gusset plate.

End of flange near lower chord cut away and
repaired with welded and botled splices.

3/16" pitting and corrosion at connection to lower
Up to 1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to
gusset plate on outside face. 1/8" pitting over 3"
lower gusset plate.
wide portion of inside face of web.

L6-U7 W

1" dia. Hole and other holes in
20% rivet head loss at mid1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" pitting and corrosion at connection to lower 1/16" pitting and corrosion at connection to lower
top batten plate at U7 and 1/8"
length.
bar connections.
bar connections.
gusset plate.
gusset plate.
pitting on lacing bars.

L6-U7 E

1" dia. corrosion hole in bottom
batten plate at L6 and welded
20% section loss to rivets on repair plate at top of batten
lacing bars.
plate at L6 and 2" corrosion
hole plus 1/8" pitting in top
batten plate at U7.

U7-L8 W

40% to one rivet head at L8
bottom batten plate.

U7-L8 E

Lamination on bottom batten
20% to 70% section loss to
plate at L8 and 1/16" to 1/8"
Up to 1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to
1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing
rivet heads on batten plate section loss on top batten plate
lower gusset plate. 1/8" pitting over 1" wide
bar connections.
bar connections.
and web plate at L8.
at L8 and 1/16" pitting at top
portion of inside face of web.
batten plate at U7.

Batten plate at L8 has 1/8" to
1/4" pitting.

L8-U9 W

-

-

L8-U9 E

10% to 20% rivet head loss
to three rivets at L8.

Up to 1/8" pitting on batten
plate at L8.

U9-L10 W

70% rivet head loss to 2
rivets.

Bottom batten plate at L10 1/8"
pitting with a 3" diameter
corrosion hole.

U9-L10 E

20% loss to rivet heads at
batten plate at L10.
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Lamination on bottom flange angle with 1/16"
section loss near lower gusset and at lacing bar
connections.

Exterior side flange angle replaced for length of
several feet near L8. Repair is bolted to web and
welded to existing flange.

1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing Up to 1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to
bar connections.
lower gusset plate.

Up to 1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing
bar connections.

Up to 1/8" pitting and corrosion at connection to
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing
bar connections.
bar connections.

1/8" to 1/4" pitting between angle and web at
mid-length

-

1/16" pitting at web along gusset plate at L8 and
1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing 1/16" section loss near lower gusset and at lacing
Large laminations of steel on interior face of web
bar connections.
bar connections.
with up to 3/16" section loss.
Pitting and corrosion on inside of flange near
lower panel point.

Bottom batten plate at L10
Peeling paint, lamination between bottom flange
point 1/8" pitting with 3
corrosion holes between 1" and
angle and web at localized areas (20%).
3" in diameter.

1/8" section loss.

1/8" pitting around rivets. Up to 1/16" pitting and
corrosion at connection to lower gusset plate.

1/16" pitting with lamination on web at gusset at
L8.

-

1/16" pitting at web at deck level at L8

2 rivet heads near L10 have 100% section loss.

Peeling paint, lamination between bottom flange Peeling paint, laminar corrosion between bottom Peeling paint, lamination between bottom flange
angle and web at localized areas (20%).
flange angle and web at localized areas (20%).
angle and web at localized areas (20%).

I-A.6

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Verticals
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

L1-U1 W

-

L1-U1 E

-

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
North face of web

South face of web

Batten plate adjacent to top
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface
gusset plate has 9"x3" corrosion
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
hole.

-

Exterior Flange

Interior Flange

Spliced at 12' from deck

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
barrier connection.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Holes drilled in flange for utility conduit
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface
connection. Several holes drilled in flange, but not Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
used for any connection.
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
barrier connection.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Welded batten plate on web of Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
vertical at lower panel point.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

L2-U2 E

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Welded batten plate on web of Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
vertical at lower panel point.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

L3-U3 W

-

L3-U3 E

3 Rivet heads at bottom
batten plate have 100%
section loss.

L4-U4 W

-

Welded batten plate on web of
vertical at lower panel point.

L4-U4 E

-

L2-U2 W

Appendix C

Surface rust and minor pitting on 30% of all
surfaces.

Surface rust and minor pitting on 30% of all
surfaces.

Up to 3/16" section loss at L3. Surface rust
throughout rest of flange.

Heavy section loss on outside face of flange at L3.
Remaining section varies from 3/8" to 3/16".

Surface rust and paint peeling near lower chord.

Surface rust and paint peeling near lower chord.

Laminar corrosion on lacing
bars near lower chord. Welded
Minor laminar corrosion on inside face. Surface
Laminar corrosion on lacing bars near lower chord. Laminar corrosion on lacing bars near lower chord.
batten plate on web of vertical
rust on outside face.
at lower panel point.

Minor laminar corrosion on inside face. Surface
rust on outside face.

-

Surface rust and minor pitting on 30% of all
surfaces.

Surface rust and minor pitting on 30% of all
surfaces.

Surface rust on lacing bars.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface 3 rivets at bottom batten plate have 100% section
Batten plate welded to flange
rust throughout.
loss in heads. Surface rust on lacing bars.
angles.

Surface rust and paint peeling near lower chord.

Surface rust and paint peeling near lower chord.

I-A.7

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Verticals
Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

L5-U5 W

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Welded batten plate on web of Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
vertical at lower panel point.
in some areas.
in some areas. Surface rust throughout.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Welded batten plate on web of Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
vertical at lower panel point.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

L5-U5 E

L6-U6 W

-

North face of web

South face of web

Exterior Flange

Interior Flange

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Welded batten plate on web of Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
vertical at lower panel point.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Welded batten plate on web of Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
vertical at lower panel point.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Peeling paint , lamination and Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
pitting on lacing bars at L7
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

L8-U8 W

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

L8-U8 E

20% section loss to rivet
head at L8.

L6-U6 E

L7-U7 W

L7-U7 E

L9-U9 W

L9-U9 E

Appendix C

-

-

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Laminar corrosion and pitting
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
on lacing bars. Welded batten Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
plate on web of vertical at lower
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
panel point.
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Welded batten plate on web of Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
vertical at lower panel point.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

I-A.8

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Bottom Chord
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

-

End batten plate has 100%
section loss. 100% of lacing
bars on top flange and bottom
flange have deterioration.

Structural Member Condition
Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints.
Middle 5' of chord has laminar corrosion on
bottom 4" of web

-

Top batten plate is welded to
chord. 15% of lacing bars on top
flange have deterioration and
15% of lacing bars on bottom
flange have deterioration.

1/8" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/8" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/8" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

3/16" section loss on exterior face at joints and
surface rust throughout.

-

90% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 90% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration. Several
bottom flange lacing bars have
100% section loss.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L1-L2 E

-

30% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 40% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration. Several
bottom flange lacing bars have
100% section loss.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on splice plate at L2.

1/8" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust throughout web plate.

L2-L3 W

-

80% of top and bottom lacing
bars have deterioration. Several
bottom flange lacing bars have
100% section loss.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L2-L3 E

-

75% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 75% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration. Several
bottom flange lacing bars have
100% section loss.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L3-L4 W

50% rivet heads have 60%
section loss

80% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 80% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L3-L4 E

Rivet head loss in local areas

20% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 20% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.. Prying at top of
web along the length, local laminar corrosion at
bottom.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L4-L5 W

-

15% of lacing bars on top and
bottom flange have
deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L4-L5 E

20% rivet heads with 60%
section loss

80% of lacing bars on top and
bottom flange have
deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on bottom of web near L5.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L0-L1 W

L0-L1 E

L1-L2 W

Appendix C

Bottom flange

I-A.9

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Bottom Chord
Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

L5-L6 W

Exterior and interior web
rivet heads have almost
100% section loss for first
18' from L5.

Section loss on 10' length of chord at L5. 3/16"
50% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 50% of
1/16" section loss on 10' length of chord at L5. section loss on exterior half of flange. 1/8" section
lacing bars on bottom flange 1/16" section loss on vertical legs of flange angles. loss on interior half of flange. 1/16" section loss
have deterioration.
on vertical legs of flange angles.

L5-L6 E

Interior web rivet heads
have almost 100% section
loss for first 21' from L5.

Lacing bars replaced on L5-L6E.

L6-L7 W

Exterior Web

Interior Web

3/16" section loss on 10' length of chord at L5.

1/8" section loss on 10' length of chord at L5.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Pitting on top
4" of web near L5. Laminar corrosion and rivet
head loss at midspan.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

-

1/8" section loss on 16' length of chord at L6 and
20% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 40% of 1/16" section loss on 16' length of chord at L6 and 1/16" section loss on 16' length of chord at L6 and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
lacing bars on bottom flange
some surface rust on inside faces.
some surface rust on inside faces.
corrosion on the bottom 4" and heavy laminar
have deterioration.
corrosion on the splice plate at L6.

1/4" section loss due to pitting on 16' length of
chord at L6.

-

20% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

-

50% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 50% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration. Batten
plate at L7 has welded repair.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

50% of lacing bars on top flange
Heavy laminar corrosion on have deterioration and 50% of
rivet heads (392)
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

Heavy laminar corrosion on bottom 8" near L7

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on splice plate near L8.

Web plate has 1/4" section loss over 40% depth at
L8

L6-L7 E

L7-L8 W

L7-L8 E

Bottom flange

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

Top flange

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion and section loss on the splice plates at
corrosion and section loss on the splice plates at
joints. Top 3" of web has laminar corrosion for full
joints.
length.

L8-L9 W

-

70% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 70% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

L8-L9 E

-

25% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 50% of Bottom angle and flange have heavy section loss at
lacing bars on bottom flange
L8
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on splice plate near L8.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L9-L10 W

-

70% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 25% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration; batten plate
welded to top flange.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces. Laminar
corrosion on small areas of the web throughout
the chord.

Local laminar corrosion at L9 and heavy laminar
corrosion at floorbeam connection plate at L10.

L9-L10 E

-

25% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 25% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss due to pitting on outside face at
joints and some surface rust on inside faces.
Laminar corrosion on small areas of the web
throughout the chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.
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I-A.10

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Top Chord
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

U0-U1 W

20% of top flange rivet
heads have 50% section loss.

U0-U1 E

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

1/8" pitting over 75% of surface.

Near U1, web plate has heavy laminar corrosion.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 50% of surface.

Peeling paint and surface rust.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

Heavy laminar corrosion on top flange

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

25% of top flange rivet
At U2, top chord batten plate
heads have 25% section loss.
with 1/2" pack rust.

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

U2-U3 W

20% of top flange rivet
Pigeon waste on bottom batten
heads have 50% section loss.
plate at U3.

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 75% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

U2-U3 E

50% of exterior side top
flange rivet heads have 90%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

U3-U4 W

20% of top flange rivet
heads have 50% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 75% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

U3-U4 E

25% of top flange rivet
heads have 25% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

U4-U5 W

10% of top flange rivet
heads have 50% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 75% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

U4-U5 E

25% of top flange rivet
heads have 25% section loss.

-

1/8" section loss on exterior flange angle
horizontal leg.

1/8" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

U5-U6 W

30% of top flange rivet
heads have 50% section loss.

-

U5-U6 E

25% of top flange rivet
heads have 25% section loss.

-

-

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

50% of exterior side top
flange rivet heads have 75%
section loss.

-

U1-U2 W

10% of top flange rivet
heads have 25% section loss.

-

U1-U2 E

Appendix C

Top flange

Peeling paint, surface rust and lamination on web At U6 Heavy corrosion on top angle. 3/16" pitting 1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
and bottom flange
on 50% of flange plate.
of interior face.
1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/16" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

Laminar corrosion at web and bottom flange.
1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

I-A.11

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Top Chord
Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

U6-U7 W

10% of top flange rivet
heads have 50% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

U6-U7 E

25% of top flange rivet
heads have 25% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

U7-U8 W

10% of top flange rivet
heads have 50% section loss.

50% section loss to bottom
batten plate at U8

U7-U8 E

25% of top flange rivet
heads have 25% section loss.

U8-U9 W

U8-U9 E

Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

At U6 Heavy corrosion on top angle. 3/16" pitting 1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
on 50% of flange plate.
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

-

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/16" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

20% of top flange rivet
heads have 50% section loss.

50% section loss to bottom
batten plate at U8

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 50% of surface.

At U9 and top chord splice, web plate and bottom
angles have heavy corrosion with 1/16" loss and 2
rivets with 50% loss

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

50% of exterior side top
flange rivet heads have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

Top chord has heavy corrosion to all surface with
pack rust between plates up to 1/8".

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

U9-U10 W

5"x4" area has laminar
corrosion on batten plate with
10% of top flange rivet
1/16" section loss at U10 and
heads have 50% section loss.
corrosion holes to lacing bars at
U10

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/8" pitting over 50% of surface. Heavy rust for
15' length of flange plate from U10.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

U9-U10 E

25% of top flange rivet
heads have 25% section loss.

1/16" pitting across half of top face and 20% of
bottom face.

1/16" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.

1/16" pitting across half of exterior face and 20%
of interior face.
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-

I-A.12

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Diagonals
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion
Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion
Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
at lower gusset. 1/16" section loss for 2" width at
at lower gusset.
corrosion.
corrosion.
upper gusset.

L0-U1 W

Rivet heads with up to 50%
loss along entire length

-

L0-U1 E

Rivet heads with up to 100%
loss in lower row

-

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

U1-L2 W

-

-

Surface rust on interior surface near L2.

Surface rust on interior surface near L2.

Surface rust on interior surface near L2.

Surface rust on interior surface near L2.

U1-L2 E

-

4"X1" corrosion hole in the top
batten plate at U1. Laminar
corrosion on lacing bars.

Paint peeling and surface rust from U1 to
midpoint. Laminar corrosion on flange at lacing
bar interface.

Paint peeling and surface rust from U1 to
midpoint. Laminar corrosion on flange at lacing
bar interface.

Paint peeling and surface rust from U1 to
midpoint.

Paint peeling and surface rust from U1 to
midpoint.

L2-U3 W

-

-

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
at lower gusset. Paint peeling and surface rust
at lower gusset. Paint peeling and surface rust
corrosion. Peeling paint and surface rust
corrosion at lower gusset. Paint peeling and
throughout.
throughout.
throughout.
surface rust throughout.

L2-U3 E

-

-

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
corrosion. Peeling paint and surface rust
corrosion at lower gusset. Paint peeling and
at lower gusset. Paint peeling and surface rust
at lower gusset. Paint peeling and surface rust
throughout.
surface rust throughout.
throughout.
throughout.

U3-L4 W

-

Laminar corrosion with 1/8"
pitting on batten plate at U3.

U3-L4 E

-

-

L4-U5 W

-

Angles welded to the diagonal - Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
poor weld quality .
at lower gusset.
at lower gusset.
corrosion.

L4-U5 E

-

Laminar corrosion on bottom
batten plate at L4 and
lamination to lacing bars at 3/4
point.
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Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion
at lower gusset.
at lower gusset.

Web welded to gusset plate at L4. Up to 1/16" Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
section loss due to pitting and laminar corrosion.
corrosion at lower gusset.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
at lower gusset.
at lower gusset.
corrosion.
corrosion.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
corrosion. Angles welded to diagonal at
approximately mid-height.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

I-A.13

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Diagonals
Structural Member Condition

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

U5-L6 W

Up to 40% rivet head loss at
upper diagonal connection.

Up to 1/16" pitting on lacing
bars.

U5-L6 E

-

At mid-point, heavy corrosion in
Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
batten plate with up to 90% loss
at lower gusset.
at lower gusset.
corrosion.
corrosion.
of rivet heads.

L6-U7 W

-

1/16" pitting at L6 batten plate.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
corrosion. Peeling paint and surface rust
corrosion at lower gusset. Paint peeling and
at lower gusset. Paint peeling and surface rust
at lower gusset. Paint peeling and surface rust
throughout.
surface rust throughout.
throughout.
throughout.

L6-U7 E

-

-

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
at lower gusset.
at lower gusset.
corrosion.
corrosion.

U7-L8 W

-

-

U7-L8 E

-

-

L8-U9 W

-

1/16" pitting on top flange
batten plate at U9.

L8-U9 E

-

-

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
at lower gusset.
at lower gusset.
corrosion.
corrosion.

U9-L10 W

-

-

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
at lower gusset.
at lower gusset.
corrosion.
corrosion.

U9-L10 E

-

-

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
at lower gusset.
at lower gusset.
corrosion.
corrosion.
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Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

Up to 3/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 3/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar corrosion over 40% of surface. Heavy corrosion
with up to 1/8" section loss at middle gusset plate
at lower gusset.
at lower gusset.
corrosion over 60% of surface.
connecting to diagonal member at control house.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Rust and pitting on interior face.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
at lower gusset. Paint peeling and surface rust
at lower gusset. Paint peeling and surface rust
corrosion. Peeling paint and surface rust
corrosion at lower gusset. Paint peeling and
throughout.
throughout.
throughout.
surface rust throughout.
1/16" section loss around rivets at top portion of
diagonal. Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar
corrosion at lower gusset.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to laminar corrosion Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting and laminar
corrosion. Peeling paint and surface rust
corrosion at lower gusset. Paint peeling and
at lower gusset. Paint peeling and surface rust
throughout.
surface rust throughout.
throughout.

I-A.14

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Verticals
Member:

L0-U0 W

Rivet Head Condition

4 rivets at L0 has 20%
section loss on south side.

L0-U0 E

-

L1-U1 W

-

L1-U1 E

-

L2-U2 W

L2-U2 E

L3-U3 W

L3-U3 E

Appendix C

-

-

-

-

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
North face of web

South face of web

Exterior Flange

Interior Flange

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
4" corrosion hole in top gusset Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
plate at U0.
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Bottom lacing bar at U1 has
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
66% section loss. Batten plate Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
near lower chord welded to
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
vertical angles.
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

-

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

Peeling paint with surface rust

Peeling paint with surface rust. Flange spliced near
sidewalk deck with additional angles and plates.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

I-A.15

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Verticals
Member:

L4-U4 W

L4-U4 E

L5-U5 W

L5-U5 E

L6-U6 W

L6-U6 E

L7-U7 W

L7-U7 E

Appendix C

Rivet Head Condition

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Batten plate near lower chord
welded to vertical angles.

-

-

-

Structural Member Condition
North face of web

South face of web

Exterior Flange

Interior Flange

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas.
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
barrier connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face. Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss in some areas. At stairway connection: 1/16"
in some areas.
section loss on all surfaces. Holes drilled in flange
for traffic barrier connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

-

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

I-A.16

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Verticals
Member:

L8-U8 W

L8-U8 E

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

-

Laminar corrosion at bottom
batten plate.

-

Laminar corrosion at bottom
batten plate.

L9-U9 W

-

L9-U9 E

-

Structural Member Condition
North face of web

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

South face of web

Exterior Flange

Interior Flange

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Batten plate welded to vertical Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
flange angles.
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

Batten Plate at L9 with loss
3/16" deep at top rivets.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

L10-U10 W

-

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.

L10-U10 E

-

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection.
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I-A.17

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Bottom Chord
Structural Member Condition

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

L0-L1 W

-

60% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 60% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

Middle 5' of chord has laminar corrosion on
bottom 4" of web.

L0-L1 E

-

15% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 15% of 1/16" section loss on outside face at L1 and some 1/16" section loss on outside face at L1 and some 1/16" section loss on outside face at L1 and some 1/16" section loss on outside face at L1 and some
lacing bars on bottom flange
surface rust on inside faces.
surface rust on inside faces.
surface rust on inside faces.
surface rust on inside faces.
have deterioration.

L1-L2 W

50% of rivet heads have
heavy section loss.

90% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 90% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

At joints: 1/16" section loss. At mid-bay: 1/4"
section loss.

At joints: 1/16" section loss. At mid-bay: 3/16"
section loss.

Middle 8' of chord has laminar corrosion. 3/16"
section loss for 8" high portion of web.

Middle 8' of chord has laminar corrosion. 3/16"
section loss for 9" high portion of web.

L1-L2 E

-

30% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 40% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

L1-L2 previously replaced with new flanges and
webs.

L1-L2 previously replaced with new flanges and
webs.

L1-L2 previously replaced with new flanges and
webs. Bolted 40" wide splice plate installed on
web 5'-6" from L1.

L1-L2 previously replaced with new flanges and
webs.

L2-L3 W

-

Top and bottom batten plates
are welded to bottom chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

Laminar corrosion on bottom 3" of web for full
length. 1/16" section loss on outside face at joints
and some surface rust on inside faces.

L2-L3 E

L3-L4 W

-

50% of lacing bars on top flange
Bottom flange has laminar corrosion on horizontal
have deterioration and 50% of
leg for full length. 1/16" section loss on outside
lacing bars on bottom flange
face at joints and some surface rust on inside
have deterioration. Batten
faces.
plate at L3 heavily deteriorated.

50% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 50% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
50% rivet heads have 60%
have deterioration. Batten
plate at L4 severely
section loss.
deteriorated. Top and bottom
batten plates are welded to
bottom chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

Surface rust throughout web. Laminar corrosion
on bottom 2" of web for full length. 1/16" section
loss on outside face at joints and some surface
rust on inside faces.

Laminar corrosion on splice plate. 1/16" section
loss on outside face at joints and some surface
rust on inside faces.

L3-L4 E

Rivet head loss in local
areas.

25% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 25% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

Prying at top of web for full length, local laminar
corrosion at bottom. 1/16" section loss on outside
face at joints and some surface rust on inside
faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L4-L5 W

-

Top and bottom batten plates
are welded to bottom chord.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

L4-L5 E

20% rivet heads with 60%
section loss.

60% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 50% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.
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I-A.18

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Bottom Chord
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

L5-L6 W

-

L5-L6 E

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

50% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 50% of 1/16" section loss on outside face at mid-bay and 1/16" section loss on outside face at mid-bay and 1/16" section loss on outside face at mid-bay and 1/16" section loss on outside face at mid-bay and
some surface rust on inside faces.
some surface rust on inside faces.
some surface rust on inside faces.
some surface rust on inside faces.
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

20% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 10% of
Several rivet heads at midlacing bars on bottom flange
bay have 100% section loss. have deterioration; Top and
bottom batten plates are
welded to bottom chord.

3/16" section loss on outside face.

3/16" section loss on outside face.

Local laminar corrosion at mid-bay and 1/8"
section loss for 8" high portion of web at L5.

Heavy laminar corrosion near L5 with 3/16"
section loss for 8" high portion of web. 1/8"
section loss for 14" high portion.

Web plate at L7 heavily deteriorated with 3/16"
1/16" section loss on outside face at L and some
Web plate has heavy laminar corrosion at L7 with
remaining and a 6" portion has almost 100%
surface rust on inside faces. 1/8" section loss on
3/16" section loss. 1/16" section loss on outside
section loss. 1/16" section loss on outside face at
outside face at L.
face at L6.
L6.

L6-L7 W

-

At L6: Top batten plate has
1/16" section loss on outside face at L and some
100% section loss. Bottom
surface rust on inside faces. 1/8" section loss on
batten plate has been replaced.
outside face at L.

L6-L7 E

-

Web plate at L7 heavily deteriorated with 3/16"
20% of lacing bars on top flange
1/16" section loss on outside face at L6 and some 1/16" section loss on outside face at L6 and some
Web plate has heavy laminar corrosion at L7 with
have deterioration . Top and
remaining and a 6" portion has almost 100%
surface rust on inside faces. 1/8" section loss on surface rust on inside faces. 1/8" section loss on
3/16" section loss. 1/16" section loss on outside
bottom batten plates have
section loss. 1/16" section loss on outside face at
outside face at L7.
outside face at L7.
face at L6.
100% section loss.
L6.

L7-L8 W

-

L7-L8 E

-

1/8" section loss on outside face at L8.

50% of lacing bars on top flange
At L7: Heavy section loss on horizontal leg of
Heavy laminar corrosion on have deterioration and 50% of angles with 3/16" section remaining. A 3/8" wide
rivet heads.
lacing bars on bottom flange
portion of both horizontal flange angles have
have deterioration.
100% section loss.

L8-L9 W

Top and bottom batten
plates are severely
deteriorated.

70% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 70% of
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

1/8" section loss on outside face at L8.

1/8" section loss on outside face at L7.

At L8: 1/8" section loss on outside face of plate
1/4" section loss on a 7" high portion of web plate
and a 1/8" section loss on a 2" high portion of the
at L8.
inside face of plate.

Heavy laminar corrosion on bottom 8" near L8.
Pitting with 3/16" section loss at L7.

Heavy laminar corrosion on bottom 8" near L8.
Pitting with 1/8" section loss at L7.

1/16" section loss on outside face at joints and
some surface rust on inside faces.

Splice plate at L8 has heavy laminar corrosion.
Web plate has 1/4" section loss over 40% depth at
1/16" section loss on outside face of web at joints
L8. 1/16" section loss on full height of web at L9
and some surface rust on inside faces.

Laminar corrosion with 1/4" average remaining
thickness.

5/16" section loss on full height of web at L8.
3/16" section loss on 4" high portion of web at L8.
Laminar corrosion and pitting inside face of web at Laminar corrosion and pitting inside face of web at
L9.
L9.

L8-L9 E

-

Heavy section losses at L8: Vertical legs of both
flange angles have 1/16" section loss. Interior side
25% of lacing bars on top flange
flange has pitting with 3/16" section loss on
have deterioration and 50% of
horizontal leg. Exterior side flange angle has 3/16"
lacing bars on bottom flange
average remaining thickness on horizontal leg. A
have deterioration.
2.5" wide portion of the interior side horizontal
flange angle has 100% section loss.

L9-L10 W

-

45% of lacing bars on top flange
have deterioration and 45% of 1/16" section loss on outside face at L10 and some 1/16" section loss on outside face at L10 and some 1/16" section loss on outside face at L10 and some Local laminar corrosion at L9 and heavy laminar
surface rust on inside faces.
surface rust on inside faces.
surface rust on inside faces.
corrosion at floorbeam connection plate at L10.
lacing bars on bottom flange
have deterioration.

L9-L10 E

-

Appendix C

-

1/16" section loss on outside face at L9 and some
surface rust on inside faces.

1/16" section loss on outside face at L9 and some
3/16" section loss on full height of web at L10 and 3/16" section loss on full height of web at L10 and
surface rust on inside faces. 1/8" section loss at
1/16" section loss on full height of web at L9.
1/16" section loss on full height of web at L9.
L10.

I-A.19

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Top Chord
Structural Member Condition

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

U1-U2 W

50% of top flange rivets
exhibit 75% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 3/16" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U1-U2 E

20% rivet head loss at
bottom flange. 25% of top
flange rivet heads have 25%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of top face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U2-U3 W

50% of top flange rivets
exhibit 50% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy rust with 3/16" pitting over 50% of surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U2-U3 E

20% rivet head loss at
bottom flange. 25% of top
flange rivet heads have 25%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting full width at U3 and elsewhere
across 50% of outside face and across 20% of
inside face.

1/8" average pitting over entire surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U3-U4 W

Up to 50% rivet head loss at
bottom flange . 50% of top
flange rivet heads have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting in bottom flange.

Laminar corrosion on top flange plate.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U3-U4 E

Up to 30% rivet head loss on
bottom flange. Exterior side
of top flange rivet heads
have 100% section loss.

-

1/8" pitting between web and bottom flange.

Heavy laminar corrosion on top flange.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face. 1/8" pitting full width at
interface with top gusset plate.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U4-U5 W

Up to 50% rivet head loss at
bottom flange. 75% of top
flange rivet heads have 75%
section loss.

-

1/16" pitting in bottom flange.

Heavy rust with 3/16" pitting over 50% of surface.

Pitting on web plate.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U4-U5 E

Exterior side of top flange
rivet heads have 100%
section loss.

Prying and 20% section loss to
the bottom batten plate at U4.

1/8" pitting between web and bottom flange.

Heavy laminar corrosion on top flange.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.
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I-A.20

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Top Chord
Structural Member Condition

Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

U5-U6 W

Lacing bar rivets have up to
100% loss along bottom
flange. 75% of top flange
rivet heads have 75%
section loss.

-

1/8" pitting in bottom flange.

3/16" pitting over 75% of surface.

heavy corrosion at top of bottom flange angle has
up to 100% loss to outer web plate for 1" tall and
up to 1/8" pitting on web plate

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U5-U6 E

Exterior side of top flange
rivet heads have 100%
section loss.

-

1/16" to 1/8" pitting between web and bottom
flange.

Heavy laminar corrosion on top flange plate.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

Heavy laminar corrosion on top flange plate.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U6-U7 W

Batten plate under top chord
75% of top flange rivet
bent down 1/2" at center, lacing
heads have 50% section loss.
bars are similar .

U6-U7 E

Exterior side of top flange
rivet heads have 100%
section loss.

Pack rust on bottom batten
plate at U6.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/8" pitting over 75% of surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U7-U8 W

Rivets along bottom flange
and exterior side of top
flange have up to 100% loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

At U7, heavy corrosion over all surface.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U7-U8 E

At U7, bottom flange have
14 rivets with 100% loss of
head. 85% rivets along top
flange have up 100% loss
especially along east side.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U8-U9 W

85% of rivets with 100% loss
along exterior side and many
rivets were replaced with
bolts.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

U8-U9 E

25% of top flange rivet
heads have 25% section loss.

-

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.
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At U7, heavy corrosion on bottom flange angle at
Top flange 9/16" original plate have 0.453 remain
splice plate with 1/4" remain at bottom on
due to heavy corrosion and pitting.
3"Lx2"H area.

Heavy pitting up to 1/4" throughout top flange
At U9 and top chord splice, web plate and bottom
plate; At U9, heavy corrosion on all elements with
angles have heavy corrosion with 1/16" loss and 2
pitting up to 1/8" deep, top flange splice plate
rivets with 50% loss
with heavy laminar corrosion with 1/8" remain.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

1/16" pitting across 50% of outside face and
across 20% of inside face.

I-A.21

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Diagonals
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Exterior Web

Interior Web

L0-U1 W

-

-

1/8" pitting on the bottom angle outstanding leg

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/8" pitting on web.

Laminar corrosion between web and flange angle
and 1/16" pitting around ladder attachment on
top flange.

L0-U1 E

-

-

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/8" section loss due to pitting at lower gusset
connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

U1-L2 W

-

1/32" pitting on lacing bar near
U1 .

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/8" pitting on top flange at batten plate near L1.

At L2, laminar corrosion to interior face of web
with 1/8" loss

At L2, laminar corrosion to interior face of web
with 1/8" loss and 1/16" pitting along top edge of
web plate at mid-span.

U1-L2 E

-

Lamination and 2" dia. Holes in
bottom batten plate.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

L2-U3 W

-

Corrosion hole 4"x1" in bottom
batten plate at L2.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/16" pitting on top flange above batten plate at
U3.

1/16" pitting along top edge of web plate at U3
and at L2.

lamination with 1/8" pitting on interior web at L2
and a steel rebar welded to interior web at L2.

L2-U3 E

40% rivet head loss at lacing
bars

Lamination at bottom batten
plate with 1/16" section loss.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss to top flange at U3.

1/8" pitting on web at top gusset plate.

Web welded to gusset L2. Up to 1/16" section loss
due to pitting at lower gusset connection.

U3-L4 W

-

U3-L4 E

-

L4-U5 W

-

L4-U5 E

-

-

1/8" pitting between web and bottom flange on
the interior side.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

U5-L6 W

-

-

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

U5-L6 E

-

Batten plate at deck level with
heavy pitting to 1/8" deep and
pinholes up to 1" diameter.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

L6-U7 W

-

Batten plate at deck level
heavily deteriorated with
corrosion hole.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/4" remain in angle outstanding leg and up to
1/8" pitting in batten plate

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

L6-U7 E

-

-

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

U7-L8 W

-

-

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

Laminar corrosion and pitting on inside face.
Surface rust on outside face.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

U7-L8 E

-

At L8, approximate 2 square in
area of batten plate with up to
100% loss.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

L8-U9 W

-

-

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

At U9, corrosion in outstanding leg with 3/8"
remain

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

L8-U9 E

-

1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection. Laminar corrosion on inside
face.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

U9-L10 W

-

Lacing bar rivets in bottom
flange angle have up to 50%
section loss.

U9-L10 E

at U9, rivets/bolts missing
at edge of top flange

At L10, 100% loss in areas of
batten plate at deck level.
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Gusset L2 welded to web. 1/8" section loss for 8" Gusset L2 welded to web. 1/8" section loss for 2"
width at lower gusset.
width at lower gusset.

3" dia. Corrosion hole in the
1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
Surface rust and some laminar corrosion on
batten plate at L4 and 1/8"
1/8" pitting in top flange near batten plate at U3.
pitting in the top batten plate at
lower gusset plate.
outside face.
U3.
Lamination on bottom flange at U3. 1/16" section
Up to 30% section loss to rivet
1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting on outside
loss on outside face of flange near lower gusset
head at lacing bar.
lower gusset plate.
face at lower gusset connection.
plate.
Lamination on bottom flange at U5. 1/16" section
Lamination and corrosion holes
1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
loss on outside face of flange near lower gusset
in bottom batten plate at L4.
lower gusset plate.
gusset connection.
plate.

At L8, bottom batten plate with 1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
welded repair 6"x4"x1/4".
lower gusset plate.
1/16" section loss on outside face of flange near
lower gusset plate.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.
Some laminar corrosion on inside face. Surface
rust on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting on outside Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting on outside
face at lower gusset connection.
face at lower gusset connection.

Up to 1/4" pitting on top flange (typ.) up to portal Up to 3/8" pitting on web plate at deck and heavy
bracing.
lamination corrosion under curb line

Laminar corrosion and pitting on inside face. Up
Flange wit heavy corrosion at edge; at L10, up to 8' Flange wit heavy corrosion at edge; at L10, up to 8'
to 1/16" section loss on outside face due to pitting
heavy pitting up to 1/8" deep and heavy corrosion. heavy pitting up to 1/8" deep and heavy corrosion.
at lower gusset connection.

Up to 1/16" section loss due to pitting at lower
gusset connection.
Heavy pitting on outside face web near L10.
Laminar corrosion on inside face near L10.

I-A.22

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Verticals
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
North face of web

South face of web

L1-U1 W

-

-

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface
rust throughout.
rust throughout.

L1-U1 E

-

-

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface
rust throughout.
rust throughout.

L2-U2 W

-

L2-U2 E

-

L3-U3 W

-

L3-U3 E

-

L4-U4 W

L4-U4 E

Appendix C

-

-

Exterior Flange

Interior Flange

Angle flange repaired with bolted splice
approximately 7' from L1.

Angle flange repaired with bolted splice
approximately 7' from L1.

1/8" section loss on both legs of flange angles.

1/8" section loss on both legs of flange angles.

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face. Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss in some areas. At stairway connection: 1/16"
in some areas.
section loss on all surfaces. Holes drilled in flange
for traffic barrier connection.

Batten plate at lower chord
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
welded to vertical flange angles.
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout. Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
in some areas. Utilities are bolted to flange near
in some areas. At stairway connection: 1/16"
bottom. 2 drilled holes in flange appear to be mis- section loss on all surfaces. Holes drilled in flange
drilled.
for traffic barrier connection.

-

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface
rust throughout.
rust throughout.

1/8" section loss on both legs of flange angles.

Welded splice plate installed. Angles cut away.

Batten plate at lower chord Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface
welded to vertical flange angles.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.

1/8" section loss on both legs of flange angles.

1/8" section loss on both legs of flange angles.

-

1/32" pitting on lacing bars

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

Batten plate at lower chord
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
welded to vertical flange angles.
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
1/16" pitting on batten plate.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face. Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss in some areas. At stairway connection: 1/16"
in some areas.
section loss on all surfaces. Holes drilled in flange
for traffic barrier connection.

I-A.23

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Verticals
Member:

Rivet Head Condition

L5-U5 W

-

L5-U5 E

L6-U6 W

L6-U6 E

L7-U7 W

L7-U7 E

Appendix C

-

-

-

-

-

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
North face of web

Exterior Flange
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Batten plate at lower chord Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
welded to vertical flange angles.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas.

-

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

-

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface
rust throughout.

Batten plate welded to flange
angles at lower panel point.

-

Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.

South face of web

Interior Flange
Flange angle replaced with bolted splice plate.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face. Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss in some areas. At stairway connection: 1/16"
in some areas.
section loss on all surfaces. Holes drilled in flange
for traffic barrier connection.

Flame cut holes in flange (max 1.5" dia.)

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Paint peeling and some surface rust throughout.
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Paint
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face. Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
peeling and spot surface rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss in some areas. At stairway connection: 1/16"
in some areas.
section loss on all surfaces. Holes drilled in flange
for traffic barrier connection.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Batten plate welded to flange Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
angles at lower panel point.
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

I-A.24

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Verticals
Member:

L8-U8 W

L8-U8 E

L9-U9 W

L9-U9 E

Appendix C

Rivet Head Condition

Lacing Bar/Batten Plate
Condition

Structural Member Condition
North face of web

South face of web

Exterior Flange

Interior Flange

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
in some areas. Holes drilled in flange for traffic
in some areas.
barrier connection. Surface rust throughout.

-

-

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
in some areas. Utility conduit bolted to exterior
flange.

Flange angle replaced with bolted splice.

-

Traffic gate connection is
welded to vertical flange.

At lower panel point: 1/16" section loss due to
pitting and laminar corrosion on outside face.
Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface Up to 1/16" section loss near lower chord. Surface
Inside faces of angles have up to 1/16" section loss
rust throughout.
rust throughout.
in some areas. Utility conduit bolted to exterior
flange.

Flange angle replaced with bolted splice.

-

-
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Part I – Truss Spans
Section C:
Bracing and Bracing Gusset Plate Condition

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Bottom Lateral Bracing
Member:

Bracing Member Condition

Paint Loss

Bay 1

All Bracing spliced with additional angles and plates for 1/4 length
at ends.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 2

Heavy laminar corrosion and section loss on end 4' of L1W-L2E near
L2E.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 3

Heavy deterioration on end 10' of L2W-L3E near L3E.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 4

Heavy laminar corrosion and section loss on end 4' of L3W-L4E near
L3W. L3E-L4W has heavy deterioration on ends for lengths of 6'
near L4W and 4' near L3E.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 5

Heavy laminar corrosion and section loss on end 3' of all laterals.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 6

Heavy laminar corrosion and section loss on end 4' of L5E-L6W near
L6W. Heavy laminar corrosion and section loss on end 6' of L5W-L6E
near L6E.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 7

Heavy laminar corrosion and section loss on end 6' of L6E-L7W near
L7W. Heavy laminar corrosion and section loss on end 6' of L7W-L7E
near L7E.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 8

Heavy laminar corrosion and section loss on end 6' of L7W-L8E near
L8E. Heavy deterioration on end 6.5' of L8W-L9E near L9E.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 9

L8E-L9W is heavily deteriorated with almost 100% section loss near
L9W.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 10

Reinforcement plate welded to end of L9W-L10E at both ends and
to L9E-L10W near L10W. Rest of laterals in satisfactory condition.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.
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I-C.1

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Bottom Lateral Bracing Gusset Plates

Lateral Gusset Plate:

Plate Condition

Paint Loss

L0E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L0W

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L1E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L1W

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L2E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L2W

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L3E

Gusset plate previously replaced, but has heavy deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L3W

Gusset plate previously replaced, but has heavy deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L4E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L4W

Gusset plate previously replaced, but has heavy deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L5E

Gusset plate previously replaced.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L5W

Gusset plate previously replaced.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L6E

Gusset plate previously replaced.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L6W

Gusset plate previously replaced.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L7E

Gusset plate previously replaced.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L7W

Gusset plate previously replaced.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L8E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration. Holding fallen debris from deck
spalling at time of inspection.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L8W

Gusset plate previously replaced.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L9E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L9W

Heavily deteriorated throughout with a 3.5" x 2.5" corrosion hole.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L10E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

L10W

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
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I-C.2

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Top Lateral Bracing
Bracing at Lateral Gusset:

Bracing and Gusset Condition

Paint Loss

U0E

Heavy corrosion with section loss up to 3/8" and rivet head loss up
to 100%. Several corrosion holes in plate - up to 1/4" diameter.
Pack rust on top plate at lateral bracing.

100% loss on top side.

U1E

Lateral bracing gusset plate heavily deteriorated.

U1W

Up to 1" pack rust between gusset and bracing.

Minimal loss.

U2W

Up to 1/2" pack rust between gusset and bracing. Heavy pitting
with up to 3/8" section loss at interface with top of top chord.

Minimal loss.

U4E
U7E
U7W
U8E
U8W
U9W
U10W

Lateral bracing gusset plate heavily deteriorated.
Lateral bracing gusset plate heavily deteriorated.
Heavy corrosion and pitting.
Laminar corrosion on edges with paint peeling and surface
corrosion.
Heavy corrosion with pack rust at connections. Heavy corrosion with
1/8" remaining thickness and a 1" diameter hole in bottom flange of
bracing at U8W.
Heavy corrosion with 2" hole and pack rust up to 3/4" thick.
Flame cut hole in batten plate near U10W. Batten cut to pass
utility.

100% loss on top side.

Over half of top side loss.
Over half of top side loss.

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Sway Bracing
At Panel Point:

U1

Structural Member Condition
Sway Frame Gusset Plates
Gussets at U1W has heavy pitting and knife edging, as well as pin
holes. Middle-center gusset plate has laminar corrosion with 3/16"
average remaining thickness and rivet heads have up to 85% section
loss at this gusset. Batten plate near middle-center gusset is heavily
deteriorated with 100% section loss in a 12"x4" area. Lower-center
gusset plate has welded plate with laminar corrosion. Middle-top
gusset plate has several corrosion holes. Gusset plates at U1E
heavily corroded with section loss.

U2

U3

U4

U5

U6

U7
U8
General Note: All sway frames have peeling paint and some surface rust throughout.

Appendix C

Sway Frame Bracing Condition

Bottom strut of sway frame has 2"x1" corrosion
hole, debris and corrosion throughout. Batten plate
at middle-center joint is heavily deteriorated at edge
with 100% section loss in a 1"x3" area. 3 rivets
heads at connection to top chord have 100% section
loss. 1/8" pitting in members around decorative
monument. Several lacing bars near center of portal
have 100% section loss.
Bottom angles of bracing have 3"x2" corrosion hole
near west vertical. Bottom angles are bent up 2"
approximately 8' from east truss. 1" corrosion hole
in top angle.
Bottom angle heavily corroded in 8in^2 area with up
to 100% section loss.
Top bracing angle has several holes up to 4 in^2
throughout. Laminar corrosion on bottom strut and
a 2" diameter corrosion hole. Paint peeling and
surface rust throughout.
Moderate laminar corrosion, rust and a 2.5"
diameter corrosion hole on bottom strut near west
main truss.
Moderate laminar corrosion and rust with several
corrosion holes. Corrosion holes located on bottom
strut near west truss, and bottom-western diagonals
near main truss.
Surface corrosion typical throughout sway frame.
Laminar corrosion on bottom strut.

I-C.3

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Bottom Lateral Bracing
Member:

Bracing Member Condition

Paint Loss

Bay 1

100% section loss in horizontal leg of L0E-L1W.
100% section loss in horizontal leg of L1E-L2W. L1W-L2E previously
replaced.
Northern half of L2W-L3E has heavy deterioration.
L3W-L4E has heavy deterioration throughout and a 3" by 2" hole
approximately 7' from L4E.
L4E-L5W has heavy local laminar corrosion in several locations. L4WL5E has approximately 6.5' of heavy deterioration between Stringers
S6 and S7.
L5W-L6E has heavy rust and deterioration throughout.
L6W-L7E has been repaired with a splice for approximately 1/4
length near L6W
L7W-L8E replaced, in good condition. L7E-L8W has pitting
throughout as well as a heavily deteriorated and loose rivet at the
middle connection.

Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.

Bay 2
Bay 3
Bay 4
Bay 5
Bay 6
Bay 7
Bay 8

Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.
Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.
Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.
Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.
Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.
Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.
Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.

Bay 9

L8W-L9E is heavily deteriorated full length and has 100% section
loss in the horizontal leg between Stringers S5 and S6.

Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.

Bay 10

L9W-L10E has 100% section loss in the vertical leg near Stringer S5.

Almost 100% of surface area has paint loss.

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Bottom Lateral Bracing Gusset Plates
Lateral Gusset Plate:

Bracing Member Condition

L0E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

L0W

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

L1E
L1W

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.
Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

L2E

100% section loss between FB flange and lateral.

L2W
L3E
L3W
L4E
L4W
L5E
L5W

Heavy pack rust and deterioration

Gusset plate previously replaced.
Gusset plate previously replaced.
Gusset plate previously replaced.

Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.

L6E

Gusset plate previously replaced, but has heavy deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost.

L6W

Gusset plate previously replaced, but has heavy deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost.

L7E

Gusset plate previously replaced, but has heavy deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost.

L7W

Gusset plate previously replaced, but has heavy deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost.

L8E
L8W
L9E

Pitting.
Pitting.
Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

L9W

Corrosion hole at edge and heavy corrosion throughout.

L10E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

L10W

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
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Paint Loss

I-C.4

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Upper bracing
Bracing at Lateral Gusset:

Bracing and Gusset Condition

U0E

Heavy corrosion on bracing and plates with up to 1/16" section loss.

U0W
U1E
U1W

100% section loss on 1.5"x8" area at edge of plate.
Lateral bracing gusset plate heavily deteriorated.
Lateral bracing gusset plate heavily deteriorated.
Corrosion on bottom angles of lateral bracing at U2W. One side of
horizontal angle legs have 100% section loss.

U2W
U3W

Bracing at lateral gusset has several rivet heads with section loss.

U4E
U6W
U7W
U9W

Lateral bracing gusset plate heavily deteriorated.
Lateral bracing gusset plate heavily deteriorated.
Lateral bracing gusset plate heavily deteriorated.
Lateral bracing gusset plate heavily deteriorated.

Paint Loss

Lateral bracing has paint loss and surface rust
throughout.

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Sway Bracing
At Panel Point:
U0

Structural Member Condition
Sway Frame Gusset Plates
Western-center gusset plate corroded with 1/8" section loss.

Bracing Condition

Paint peeling and surface corrosion throughout.

U2

Welded repair to bottom angles. Heavy corrosion
on bottom strut 6' from west truss. Horizontal leg of
bottom strut 100% section loss.

U3

Heavy corrosion at bottom strut of sway frame with
a 2" diameter corrosion hole near the west main
truss. Pitting and laminar corrosion throughout rest
of frame.

U4

Heavy corrosion at bottom strut of sway frame with
multiple 2" diameter corrosion holes. Pitting and
laminar corrosion throughout rest of frame.

U6

Welded repair to bottom angles.
Several corrosion holes on bottom strut. Repair
plate welded to bottom strut.

U7

U8

Laminar corrosion on gusset plates at east main truss.

U9

Bottom angles have laminar corrosion and several
corrosion holes throughout (up to 2" diameter). Top
angles have several 1/2" diameter corrosion holes.
Surface corrosion typical throughout sway frame.

General Note: All sway frames have peeling paint and some surface rust throughout.
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I-C.5

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Bottom Lateral Bracing
Member:
Bay 1
Bay 2
Bay 3
Bay 4

Bracing Member Condition
Pack rust on vertical legs of L0W-L1E near L1E and surface rust
throughout.
L1E-L2W laminar corrosion for 6' from L1E. L1W-L2E heavy
deterioration for 3' from L2W.
L2W-L3E laminar corrosion for 6.5' from L3E. L2E-L3W laminar
corrosion for 5' from L2E.
L3E-L4W heavy deterioration for 3' from L3E. L3W-L4E laminar
corrosion for 4' from L3W.

Paint Loss
Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.
Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.
Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.
Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 5

L4E-L5W heavy deterioration for 3' from L5W. L4W-L5E heavy
deterioration for full length; a repair has been installed near L5E.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 6

L5W-L6E repaired with splice approximately 2' from L6E.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 7

L6E-L7W laminar corrosion for 4' from L6E. L6W-L7E heavy
deterioration for 1' from L7E.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 8

L7E-L8W heavy deterioration for 3' from L8W. L7W-L8E heavy 6.5'
from L7W; a repair splice installed near L8E is heavily deteriorated.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Bay 9

Bay 10

Appendix C

L8E-L9W heavy deterioration for 5' from L8E and 4' from L9W. L8WL9E heavy deterioration for 4' from L9E and 3' from L8W. Repair
splice installed near L9E deteriorated.
L9W-L10E heavy deterioration for 5' from L10E. Repair splice
installed on L9E-L10W near L10W; repair and area around repair is
deteriorated.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

Almost 100% of top surface area has paint loss.

I-C.6

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Bottom Lateral Bracing Gusset Plates
Lateral Gusset Plate:

Bracing Member Condition

L0E

Rivets replaced with bolts. Pitting and deterioration.

L0W

Rivets replaced with bolts. Pitting and deterioration. Plate has a
welded repair.

L1E

Heavy deterioration with 2 corrosion holes.

L1W

Gusset plate previously replaced.

L2E

Gusset plate previously replaced, pitting on plate.

L2W

Heavy deterioration on plate. Rivets replaced with bolts, which
have surface rust.

L3E

Surface rust on plate. Rivets replaced with bolts.

L3W

Gusset plate previously replaced.

L4E

Gusset plate previously replaced.

L4W

Rust and moderate deterioration.

L5E

Gusset plate previously replaced, but has heavy deterioration.

L5W

Gusset plate previously replaced, but has heavy deterioration.

L6E

Gusset plate previously replaced, has minor laminar corrosion.

L6W

Gusset plate previously replaced, has minor laminar corrosion.

L7E

Gusset plate previously replaced, has minor laminar corrosion.

L7W

Gusset plate previously replaced, has minor laminar corrosion.

L8E

Gusset plate previously replaced, has minor laminar corrosion.

L8W

Gusset plate previously replaced, has minor laminar corrosion.

L9E

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

L9W

Heavy pack rust and deterioration.

L10E

Rust and moderate deterioration.

L10W

Rust and moderate deterioration.
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Paint Loss
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.
Top side paint almost 100% lost. Bottom side paint
lost at edges.

I-C.7

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Top Lateral Bracing
Bracing at Lateral Gusset:

Bracing and Gusset Condition

U3W

Laminar corrosion and pack rust at connection to lateral bracing

U4W

Gusset plate retrofit with bolted repair.

U5E

Heavy corrosion and loss of section in bracing at lateral gusset U5E.

U6W

Pack rust on bracing at lateral gusset U6W. 1/16" remain.
Heavy corrosion at edges. 1/4" remain around rivet. Pack rust at
connection to lateral bracing.

U8E
U8W

Heavy deterioration throughout with 1" diameter corrosion hole.

U9W

Heavy deterioration throughout.

Paint Loss

Sway Bracing
At Panel Point:
U0
U1

Structural Member Condition
Sway Frame Gusset Plates
Bracing Condition
Heavy pitting in diagonal batten plate near U0W.
1/16" remain.
1/16" pitting on top gusset plate at U1E.

U2

Surface corrosion and paint loss throughout.
Bottom strut has 1/8" section loss on vertical legs.

U3

Collision damage to bottom strut. 1" corrosion hole
on top strut of frame.

U4

Laminar corrosion with 1/16" section loss to top gusset plate at
U4W.
Laminar corrosion and 1/16" pitting on diagonals.
Laminar corrosion and collision damage to bottoms
strut.
Laminar corrosion on bottom strut.

U5
U6
U7

U9

Heavy corrosion in top angles at U7E gusset.
Corrosion in upper gusset plate at U9W with 1/4" thickness remain;
rivet head loss up to 40%. Middle-lower gusset plate previously
repaired and heavily corroded. 5/16" remain of repair plate.
Original plate has 100% section loss in 12" by 3/4" area. 1" diameter
corrosion hole in top sway frame gusset at U9E.

1" pack rust between sway frame members and
gussets at truss. Laminar corrosion in middle
vertical legs of sway frame.

General Note: All sway frames have peeling paint and some surface rust throughout.
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I-C.8

Part I – Truss Spans
Section D: Stringer Condition

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Stringers
Member:

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 2 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 3 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 4 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 5 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 6 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 7 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 8 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 9 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 10 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section at railing connections - up to 1/8" section at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
loss.
loss.
web.
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Paint Loss
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.

I-D.1

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Member:
Bay 1 - S2
Bay 2 - S2
Bay 3 - S2
Bay 4 - S2
Bay 5 - S2
Bay 6 - S2
Bay 7 - S2
Bay 8 - S2
Bay 9 - S2
Bay 10 - S2
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Paint Loss
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss

Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

I-D.2

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Member:

Paint Loss
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S3

Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
section loss - up to 30% thickness loss
section loss - up to 30% section loss near
near drain at midspan and 100% section
drain at midspan.
loss in a 1" wide portion of the flange.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion - 1/4"
thickness remains.

Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange.

Bay 2 - S3

Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
section loss - up to 30% thickness loss
section loss - up to 30% section loss near
near drain at midspan and 100% section
drain at midspan
loss in a 1" wide portion of the flange.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion - 1/4"
thickness remains.

Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange.

Bay 3 - S3

Pack rust and section loss. Up to 1/8"
flange thickness loss.

Pack rust and section loss. Up to 1/4"
flange thickness loss.

Pack rust and section loss. Up to 1/8"
web thickness loss.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Bay 4 - S3

Pack rust and section loss. Up to 1/8"
flange thickness loss.

Pack rust and section loss. Up to 1/4"
flange thickness loss.

Pack rust and section loss. Up to 1/8"
web thickness loss.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Bay 5 - S3

Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
section loss - up to 30% thickness loss
section loss - up to 30% section loss near
near drain at midspan and 100% section
drain at midspan.
loss in a 1" wide portion of the flange.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion - 1/4"
thickness remains.

Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange.

Bay 6 - S3

Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
section loss - up to 30% thickness loss
section loss - up to 30% section loss near
near drain at midspan and 100% section
drain at midspan.
loss in a 1" wide portion of the flange.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion - 1/4"
thickness remains.

Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange.

Bay 7 - S3

Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
section loss - up to 30% thickness loss
section loss - up to 30% section loss near
near drain at midspan and 100% section
drain at midspan.
loss in a 1" wide portion of the flange.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion - 1/4"
thickness remains.

Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange.

1/8" SL at midspan.

Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange.

Bay 9 - S3

Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
section loss - up to 30% thickness loss
section loss - up to 30% section loss near
near drain at midspan and 100% section
drain at midspan.
loss in a 1" wide portion of the flange.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion - 1/4"
thickness remains.

Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange.

Bay 10 - S3

Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
Heavy pack rust, laminar corrosion and
section loss - up to 30% thickness loss
section loss - up to 30% section loss near
near drain at midspan and 100% section
drain at midspan.
loss in a 1" wide portion of the flange.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion - 1/4"
thickness remains.

Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange.

Bay 8 - S3
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1/8" SL at midspan.

1/8" SL at midspan.

I-D.3

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Member:

Paint Loss
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 2 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 3 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 4 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 5 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 6 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 7 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 8 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 9 - S4

1/8" SL

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 10 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.
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Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

I-D.4

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Member:

Paint Loss
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 2 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 3 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 4 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 5 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 6 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 7 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 8 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 9 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 10 - S5

Some surface rust. with 50% paint loss.
1/8" SL at span end

Some surface rust.

Deterioration at FB9. 1/8" section loss
on all surfaces
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Some surface rust.

Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

I-D.5

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Member:

Paint Loss
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 2 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 3 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 4 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 5 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 6 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 7 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 8 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 9 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 10 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.
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Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

I-D.6

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Member:

Paint Loss
Bottom flange

Bay 1 - S7

Bay 2 - S7

Bay 3 - S7

Bay 4 - S7

Bay 5 - S7

Bay 6 - S7

Bay 7 - S7

Bay 8 - S7

Bay 9 - S7

Bay 10 - S7
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Top flange

Web

Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Varying section loss due to pitting at
loss at midspan. A 6" flange width
midspan. Section loss up to 1/4" in some
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
areas. Average section loss is 1/8".
3/8".
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Varying section loss due to pitting at
loss at midspan. A 6" flange width
midspan. Section loss up to 1/4" in some
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
areas. Average section loss is 1/8".
thickness is 5/8".
3/8".
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Varying section loss due to pitting at
loss at midspan. A 6" flange width
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
midspan. Section loss up to 1/4" in some
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
thickness is 5/8".
areas. Average section loss is 1/8".
3/8".
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
thickness is 5/8".

End Connections

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Web is heavily deteriorated at midspan,
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
with 1/4" section loss and 2 holes: a 4" Pitting on end connection and stringer
loss at midspan. A 5.25" flange width
loss at midspan. A 6" flange width
diameter hole at the bottom of the web web at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in a
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
and a 2" diameter hole at the top of the
6" high portion of the stringer web.
7/16".
5/8".
web.
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Varying section loss due to pitting at
loss at midspan. A 6" flange width
midspan. Section loss up to 1/4" in some
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
areas. Average section loss is 1/8".
3/8".
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Varying section loss due to pitting at
loss at midspan. A 6" flange width
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
midspan. Section loss up to 1/4" in some
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
thickness is 5/8".
areas. Average section loss is 1/8".
3/8".
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
thickness is 5/8".

Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
loss at midspan. A 6.25" flange width
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
0.24".

Pack rust, laminar corrosion and 1/4"
section loss at midspan.

Pack rust and section loss. 1/4" web
thickness remains.

Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Varying section loss due to pitting at
loss at midspan. A 6" flange width
midspan. Section loss up to 1/4" in some
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
areas. Average section loss is 1/8".
3/8".
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Varying section loss due to pitting at
loss at midspan. A 6" flange width
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
midspan. Section loss up to 1/4" in some
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
thickness is 5/8".
areas. Average section loss is 1/8".
3/8".
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Varying section loss due to pitting at
loss at midspan. A 6" flange width
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
midspan. Section loss up to 1/4" in some
remains. Remaining flange thickness is
thickness is 5/8".
areas. Average section loss is 1/8".
3/8".
Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
thickness is 5/8".

Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Heavy pack rust and laminar corrosion in
flanges at end. Up to 1/4" section loss. Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
South end east connection angle has a
surface are has paint loss.
127/8" crack at corner.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

I-D.7

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Member:
Bay 1 - S8
Bay 2 - S8
Bay 3 - S8
Bay 4 - S8
Bay 5 - S8
Bay 6 - S8
Bay 7 - S8
Bay 8 - S8
Bay 9 - S8
Bay 10 - S8
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Paint Loss
Bottom flange

Top flange

Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.

Web

End Connections

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Some surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.

Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

I-D.8

Memorial Bridge - Span 1
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Member:

Paint Loss
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 2 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 3 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 4 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 5 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 6 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 7 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 8 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 9 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 10 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Appendix C

Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.

I-D.9

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 2 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 3 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 4 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 5 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 6 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 7 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 8 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 9 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 10 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section at railing connections - up to 1/8" section at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
loss.
loss.
web.
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Paint Loss
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.

I-D.10

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:
Bay 1 - S2
Bay 2 - S2
Bay 3 - S2
Bay 4 - S2
Bay 5 - S2
Bay 6 - S2
Bay 7 - S2
Bay 8 - S2
Bay 9 - S2
Bay 10 - S2

Appendix C

Bottom flange
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
Surface rust.

Structural Member Condition
Top flange
Web
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss
1/8" section loss
Surface rust.

Surface rust.

End Connections
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.

Paint Loss
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

I-D.11

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S3

No notable deterioration.

No notable deterioration.

No notable deterioration.

No notable deterioration.

Bay 2 - S3

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 3 - S3

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 4 - S3

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 5 - S3

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 6 - S3

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 7 - S3

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 8 - S3

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 9 - S3

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 10 - S3

Appendix C

Local pack rust and laminar corrosion
Local pack rust and laminar corrosion
under the deck transition from concrete under the deck transition from concrete
to steel grate.
to steel grate.

Paint Loss
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.12

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Paint Loss

Bay 1 - S4

Laminar corrosion on full length.
Bottom flange of stringer has 1/2" wide
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
Remaining flange thickness tapers from Laminar corrosion on middle 1/3 of span. Laminar corrosion on middle 1/3 of span. portion with 100% section loss for end 8'
has paint loss.
0.85" at web to 0.33" at flange edge.
of stringer.

Bay 2 - S4

Full length laminar corrosion. Remaining
flange width is 5.375"

Full length laminar corrosion.

Heavy pitting and corrosion. 1/4"
section loss.

Heavy pitting and corrosion. 1/4"
section loss in stringer web.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Bay 3 - S4

Full length laminar corrosion. Remaining
flange thickness is 0.5"

Full length laminar corrosion.

Heavy pitting and corrosion. 1/8"
section loss. There is a 2" diameter hole
in the top of the web near midspan.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Bay 4 - S4

Laminar corrosion in several locations
throughout the stringer, including
midspan and end span.

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/4"
section loss.

Pitting and corrosion. There is a 4"
diameter hole in the middle of the web
near midspan.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Full length laminar corrosion.

Heavy pitting and corrosion. Up to 1/4"
section loss in some areas. There is a 2"
diameter hole and a 3"x2" hole in the
web near midspan.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Heavy laminar corrosion. 15" repair
channel bolted to both sides of web.
Channel spans from approximately 6'
from south end of stringer to north end
of stringer.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Bay 5 - S4

Full length laminar corrosion.

Bay 6 - S4

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange width is 5.5".
Remaining flange thickness tapers from
.75" at web to 0" at flange edge.

Heavy laminar corrosion with three
corrosion holes varying in diameter from
Laminar corrosion for full length of
1" to 1.5" near midspan. 15" repair
flange. Remaining flange width is 5.5".
channel bolted to both sides of web.
Remaining flange thickness tapers from
Channel terminates approximately 7'
.75" at web to 0" at flange edge.
from north end of stringer and 3' from
south end of stringer.

Bay 7 - S4

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/8"
section loss.

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/8"
section loss.

Bay 8 - S4

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/8"
section loss.

Bay 9 - S4

Full length pitting and corrosion.

Full length pitting and corrosion.

Full length pitting and corrosion.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Bay 10 - S4

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/4"
section loss. Remaining flange width is
5.375"

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/4"
section loss.

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/8"
section loss.

Heavy pitting and corrosion. 1/4"
section loss in stringer web at end.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Appendix C

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/4" Heavily corroded with 1/4" section loss North support replaced. South support
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
section loss. A 5/8" wide portion of the and a 3" diameter corrosion hole located pitting with 1/8" section loss in stringer
has paint loss.
flange has 100% section loss.
at midspan 2" above bottom flange.
web.

I-D.13

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Paint Loss

Bay 1 - S5

Laminar corrosion on full length.
Bottom flange of stringer has 1/2" wide
Paint peeling. Over 50% of surface are
Remaining flange thickness tapers from Laminar corrosion on middle 1/3 of span. Laminar corrosion on middle 1/3 of span. portion with 100% section loss for end 8'
has paint loss.
0.85" at web to 0.33" at flange edge.
of stringer.

Bay 2 - S5

Full length laminar corrosion. Remaining
flange width is 5.375"

Bay 3 - S5

Bay 4 - S5

Bay 5 - S5

Heavy pitting and corrosion. 1/8"
section loss.

Heavy pitting and corrosion. 1/8"
section loss in stringer web.

Paint peeling. Over 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Laminar corrosion for full length of
Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange width is 5.75". flange. Remaining flange width is 5.75".
Remaining flange thickness tapers from Remaining flange thickness tapers from
.75" at web to 0" at flange edge.
.75" at web to 0" at flange edge.

Heavy laminar corrosion. Several
corrosion holes along bottom of web.
Repair channel bolted to web.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Up to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Laminar corrosion for full length of
Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange width is 5.75". flange. Remaining flange width is 5.75".
Remaining flange thickness tapers from Remaining flange thickness tapers from
.75" at web to 0" at flange edge.
.75" at web to 0" at flange edge.

Heavy laminar corrosion. Up to 1/2"
section loss in some locations.

Heavy pitting and corrosion. 1/4"
section loss in stringer web.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Full length laminar corrosion.

Full length laminar corrosion.

Full length laminar corrosion.

Full length laminar corrosion. 15" repair
Heavy laminar corrosion. A repair
channel bolted to one side of web.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
channel is bolted to the south 1/4 of the
Channel spans the southern 1/4 of the
has paint loss.
stringer length.
stringer length.
Heavy laminar corrosion full length. 15"
repair channel bolted to both sides of
web. Channel terminates approximately
Repair plate bolted on north end. Pitting Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
3' from south end of stringer and 4' from
on south end of stringer web.
has paint loss.
north end of stringer.. A repair plate is
bolted onto the northern 4' of the
stringer web.

Bay 6 - S5

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange with 1/8" section loss.

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange thickness
tapers is 0.62" at flange edge.

Bay 7 - S5

Generally good condition

Generally good condition

Bay 8 - S5

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange thickness is
5/8". Remaining flange width is 6.25".

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange thickness is
5/8".

Bay 9 - S5*

Full length pitting and corrosion.

Full length pitting and corrosion.

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/4"
section loss. Remaining flange width is
5.375"
* 20" stringer replaced by 24" stringer.
Bay 10 - S5

Appendix C

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/4"
section loss.

Generally good condition

Generally good condition

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Heavy laminar corrosion. Up to 1/4"
Stringer web has a 7" corrosion hole at
section loss in some locations and a with
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
north end. 1/4" section loss in other
several corrosion holes, including 7" high
has paint loss.
areas of stringer web.
near span end.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
Full length pitting and corrosion.
Similar to full length conditions.
has paint loss.
Full length laminar corrosion with 3/8"
section loss.

Heavy pitting and corrosion. 1/4"
section loss in stringer web at end.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.14

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S6

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 2 - S6

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 3 - S6

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 4 - S6

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 5 - S6

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 6 - S6

No notable deterioration.

No notable deterioration.

No notable deterioration.

No notable deterioration.

Bay 7 - S6

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 8 - S6

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 9 - S6

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 10 - S6

Corrosion with 1/8" section loss.

Corrosion with 1/8" section loss.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.
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Paint Loss
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.15

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:
Bay 1 - S7
Bay 2 - S7
Bay 3 - S7

Bay 4 - S7

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange
Top flange
Web
End Connections
Laminar corrosion for a length of 3'
Laminar corrosion for a length of 3'
Full height pitting for a length of 3'
located approximately 4' from the south located approximately 4' from the south located approximately 4' from the south
Surface rust
stringer end.
stringer end.
stringer end.
Full length laminar corrosion. Remaining
Heavy pitting and corrosion. 1/8"
Condition typical of full length. Stringer
Surface rust.
flange thickness is 0.39"
section loss.
web coped at end.
Full length laminar corrosion.

Full length laminar corrosion.

Laminar corrosion for full length of
Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange width is 5.75". flange. Remaining flange width is 5.75".
Remaining flange thickness tapers from Remaining flange thickness tapers from
.75" at web to 0" at flange edge.
.75" at web to 0" at flange edge.

Some surface rust

Similar to full length conditions.

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/8"
section loss.

Full length laminar corrosion.

Full length laminar corrosion with 1/8"
section loss.

Similar to full length conditions.

Bay 6 - S7

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 7 - S7

Full length pitting and corrosion.

Laminar corrosion near midspan.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 8 - S7
Bay 9 - S7

Pitting and corrosion
Pitting and corrosion
Pitting and corrosion with 1/8" section
loss.

Pitting and corrosion
Pitting and corrosion
Pitting and corrosion with 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust.
Surface rust.

Surface rust.
Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.
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Paint lost for 3' length at corrosion
location.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Heavy laminar corrosion. 15" repair
Heavy pitting and corrosion. Bolt heads
channel bolted to both sides of web.
heavily corroded. 1/4" section loss in Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
Channel terminates approximately 26" stringer web. Remaining stringer bottom
has paint loss.
from stringer ends.
flange is 1/8" thick.

Bay 5 - S7

Bay 10 - S7

Paint Loss

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint loss on 40% of surface area.
Paint loss on 40% of surface area.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.16

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:

Structural Member Condition

Paint Loss

Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S8

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange width is 5.375".

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange.

Heavy laminar corrosion. 15" repair
channel bolted to both sides of web.
Channel terminates approximately 26"
from stringer ends.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Up to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Bay 2 - S8

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange width is 5.375".

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange.

Heavy laminar corrosion with up to 3/8"
section loss. 15" repair channel bolted to
both sides of web. Channel spans full
stringer length.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Over 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Bay 3 - S8

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange. Remaining flange width is 5.375".

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange.

Laminar corrosion full length with up to
1/16" section loss.

Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange with 1/8" section loss.
Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange.

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange with 1/8" section loss.
Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange.

Laminar corrosion for full length of
flange with 1/8" section loss.
Laminar corrosion for full length with
1/8" section loss.

Bay 6 - S8

Full length pitting and corrosion.

Laminar corrosion near midspan.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 7 - S8

Pitting and corrosion.

Surface rust.

Laminar corrosion near midspan.

Surface rust.

Bay 8 - S8
Bay 9 - S8

Pitting and corrosion.
Pitting and corrosion.
Pitting and corrosion with 1/8" section
loss.

Pitting and corrosion.
Pitting and corrosion.
Pitting and corrosion with 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust.
Surface rust.

Surface rust.
Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Bay 4 - S8
Bay 5 - S8

Bay 10 - S8
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Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.

Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint loss on 40% of surface area.
Paint loss on 40% of surface area.
Paint peeling. Over to 50% of surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.17

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:
Bay 1 - S9

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange
Top flange
Web
Laminar corrosion for a length of 6' from Laminar corrosion for a length of 8' from
Some surface rust.
south end of stringer.
south end of stringer.

End Connections
Some surface rust.

Bay 2 - S9

No notable deterioration.

No notable deterioration.

No notable deterioration.

No notable deterioration.

Bay 3 - S9

Laminar corrosion on full length of
stringer. 1" width of flange has 100%
section loss. Remaining flange thickness
is 0.45".

Laminar corrosion on full length of
stringer.

Laminar corrosion on full length of
stringer. End 1/3 has repair retrofit on
both sides.

Stringer heavily deteriorated at end.
Repair channel in fair condition.

Bay 4 - S9

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 5 - S9

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 6 - S9

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 7 - S9

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 8 - S9

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 9 - S9

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 10 - S9

Pitting on flange for full length.

Pitting on flange for full length.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.
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Paint Loss
Paint peeling. Up to 40% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 40% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 40% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 30% of surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.18

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:
Bay 1 - S10
Bay 2 - S10
Bay 3 - S10
Bay 4 - S10
Bay 5 - S10
Bay 6 - S10
Bay 7 - S10
Bay 8 - S10
Bay 9 - S10
Bay 10 - S10

Appendix C

Bottom flange
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.

Structural Member Condition
Top flange
Web
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Some surface rust.
1/4" section loss.

End Connections
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.

Paint Loss
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

I-D.19

Memorial Bridge - Span 2
Stringers
Member:

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 2 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 3 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 4 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 5 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 6 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 7 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 8 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 9 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 10 - S11

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Appendix C

Paint Loss
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.

I-D.20

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 2 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 3 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section at railing connections - up to 1/8" section at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
loss.
loss.
web.

Bay 4 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 5 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 6 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 7 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 8 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 9 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 10 - S1

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section at railing connections - up to 1/8" section at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
loss.
loss.
web.

Appendix C

Paint Loss
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 40% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 40% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 40% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.

I-D.21

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Stringers

Bay 1 - S2
Bay 2 - S2
Bay 3 - S2
Bay 4 - S2
Bay 5 - S2
Bay 6 - S2
Bay 7 - S2
Bay 8 - S2
Bay 9 - S2
Bay 10 - S2

Appendix C

Bottom flange
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.

Structural Member Condition
Top flange
Web
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
1/8" section loss.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
1/8" section loss.
1/8" section loss.

End Connections
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.

Paint Loss
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

I-D.22

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Stringers

Bay 1 - S3

Bay 2 - S3

Bay 3 - S3

Bay 4 - S3

Bay 5 - S3

Bay 6 - S3

Bay 7 - S3

Bay 8 - S3

Bay 9 - S3

Bay 10 - S3

Appendix C

Bottom flange
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion around deck drain at midspan.
20% section loss.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion around deck drain at midspan.
20% section loss.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion around deck drain at midspan.
20% section loss.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion around deck drain at midspan.
1/4" section loss.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion full length. Remaining
thickness varies from 0" to 3/4". An
average of 3/8" remain.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion full length. Remaining
thickness varies from 0" to 3/4". An
average of 3/8" remain.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion full length. Remaining
thickness varies from 0" to 3/4". An
average of 3/8" remain.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion full length. Remaining
thickness varies from 0" to 3/4". An
average of 3/8" remain.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion on an 8' length of stringer
around deck drain at midspan. 20%
section loss.

Structural Member Condition
Top flange
Web
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion around deck drain at midspan. corrosion around deck drain at midspan.
20% section loss.
10% section loss.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion around deck drain at midspan. corrosion around deck drain at midspan.
20% section loss.
20% section loss.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion around deck drain at midspan. corrosion around deck drain at midspan.
10% section loss.
20% section loss.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion around deck drain at midspan. corrosion around deck drain at midspan.
1/4" section loss.
20% section loss.
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration full length. 1/8"
corrosion full length. Deterioration
section loss.
varies from 0% loss to 1/4" loss. Average
loss is 1/8".
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration full length. 1/8"
corrosion full length. Deterioration
section loss.
varies from 0% loss to 1/4" loss. Average
loss is 1/8".
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration full length. 1/8"
corrosion full length. Deterioration
varies from 0% loss to 1/4" loss. Average
section loss.
loss is 1/8".
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration full length. 1/8"
corrosion full length. Deterioration
section loss.
varies from 0% loss to 1/4" loss. Average
loss is 1/8".
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration and laminar
corrosion on an 8' length of stringer
corrosion on an 8' length of stringer
around deck drain at midspan. 20%
around deck drain at midspan. 20%
section loss.
section loss.

Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
Heavy deterioration and laminar
Heavy deterioration and laminar
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
corrosion around deck drain at midspan. corrosion around deck drain at midspan.
thickness dimensions are 6.5" wide by
40% section loss.
30% section loss.
0.34" thick.

Paint Loss
End Connections
Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange
Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange
Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange
Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Similar to full length conditions.

Significant paint peeling. Up to 80% of
surface are has paint loss.

Similar to full length conditions.

Significant paint peeling. Up to 80% of
surface are has paint loss.

Pitting on end connection and stringer
Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
flanges at end. Up to 1/8" section loss in
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
flange
Heavy bottom flange deterioration at for
end 3' at FB7. 6" bottom flange width Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
remaining with thickness losses up to
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
40%.
Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Some surface rust.

Significant paint peeling. Near 100%
paint loss in 3' long portion of stringer
near deck drain and near additional
support. Up to 30% of other surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.23

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 2 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 3 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 4 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 5 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 6 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 7 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 8 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 9 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 10 - S4

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Appendix C

Paint Loss
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 10% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.24

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Stringers

Bay 1 - S5

Bottom flange
Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 50% thickness lost in end 3'
of flange.

Structural Member Condition
Top flange
Web
Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 50% thickness lost in end 3' deck drain. 20% thickness lost in end 3'
of flange.
of web.

End Connections
Pack rust and laminar corrosion at
connection.

Bay 2 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 3 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 4 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 5 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 6 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 7 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 8 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 9 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 10 - S5

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Appendix C

Paint Loss
Significant paint peeling. Up to 30% of
surface are has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 40% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 10% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.25

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 2 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 3 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 4 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 5 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 6 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 7 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 8 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 9 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Bay 10 - S6

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Appendix C

Paint Loss
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.
Paint peeling. Up to 20% of surface are
has paint loss.

I-D.26

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Stringers

Bay 1 - S7

Bottom flange
Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 40% thickness lost in 6'
around drain.

Structural Member Condition
Top flange
Web
Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 40% thickness lost in 6'
Surface rust
around drain.

End Connections
Some surface rust

Paint Loss
Up to 30% of surface are has paint loss.

Bay 2 - S7

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near for
6' length around deck drain and at end 4'
of stringer. 40% thickness lost.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 40% thickness lost in 6'
around drain.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion for full
length.. 20% thickness lost.

Bay 3 - S7

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near for
6' length around deck drain and at end 4'
of stringer. 40% thickness lost.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 40% thickness lost in 6'
around drain.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion for full
length.. 20% thickness lost.

Similar to full length condition.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan. Up
to 50% of other surfaces have paint loss.

Bay 4 - S7

Pitting on flange, 10% section loss.

Pitting on flange, 10% section loss.

Surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan. Up
to 50% of other surfaces have paint loss.

Bay 5 - S7

Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
thickness is 0.30".

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 40% thickness lost in 6'
around drain.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion for full
length.. 20% thickness lost.

Similar to full length condition.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan. Up
to 50% of other surfaces have paint loss.

Bay 6 - S7

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 40% thickness lost in 6'
around drain.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 40% thickness lost in 6'
around drain.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion for full
length.. 20% thickness lost.

Similar to full length condition.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan. Up
to 50% of other surfaces have paint loss.

Bay 7 - S7

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 40% thickness lost in 6'
around drain.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 30% thickness lost in 6'
around drain.

1" and 2" hole in middle of web
approximately 3' from span end. 20%
section loss in rest of web.

Similar to full length condition.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan. Up
to 50% of other surfaces have paint loss.

Pack rust and laminar corrosion near
deck drain. 50% thickness lost in 6'
around drain.

Some surface rust.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan. Up
to 50% of other surfaces have paint loss.

Bay 8 - S7

Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section Pack rust, laminar corrosion and section
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
loss at midspan. Remaining flange
thickness dimensions are 6.5" wide by
thickness dimensions are 6.5" wide by
0.25" thick.
0.25" thick.

40% section loss in bottom flange and Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
20% section loss in stringer web for end stringer near deck drain at midspan, as
4'
well as end 4'.

Bay 9 - S7

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Pitting on top flange at stringer end.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.

Bay 10 - S7

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Some surface rust.

Heavy rust on end 8' of bottom flange.

Near 100% paint loss in 6' long portion of
stringer near deck drain at midspan.
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I-D.27

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Stringers

Bay 1 - S8
Bay 2 - S8
Bay 3 - S8
Bay 4 - S8
Bay 5 - S8
Bay 6 - S8
Bay 7 - S8

Bay 8 - S8

Bay 9 - S8
Bay 10 - S8

Appendix C

Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange
Top flange
Web
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with up Pack rust and laminar corrosion with up
to 80% section loss for a 3' length of
to 80% section loss for a 3' length of
Surface rust.
stringer located approximately 6' from stringer located approximately 6' from
FB7.
FB7.
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Surface rust.
1/8" section loss
1/8" section loss
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Pack rust and laminar corrosion with
Some surface rust
1/8" section loss
1/4" section loss

End Connections
Surface rust.
Similar to full length conditions.
Surface rust.
Surface rust.
Similar to full length conditions.
Surface rust.
Surface rust.

Surface rust.

Similar to full length conditions.
Similar to full length conditions.

Paint Loss
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 40% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.
Significant paint peeling. Up to 50% of
surface are has paint loss.

I-D.28

Memorial Bridge - Span 3
Stringers
Structural Member Condition
Bottom flange

Top flange

Web

End Connections

Bay 1 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 2 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 3 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 4 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 5 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 6 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 7 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 8 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 9 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.

Bay 10 - S9

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section
loss.

Surface rust throughout.

Surface rust throughout. Deterioration Deterioration at span ends due to railing
at railing connections - up to 1/8" section connection. 1/8" section loss in stringer
loss.
web.
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Paint Loss
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.
Paint peeling throughout, with heavy
paint loss in areas around railing
connections. 20% of surface area has
paint loss.

I-D.29

Part I – Truss Spans
Section E: Floorbeam Condition

Legend:
PIT – Pitting
SL – Section Loss
FLG – Flange
BF – Bottom Flange
TF – Top Flange
Hvy – Heavy
REP - Repair
DEL, DELAM, DELAMINTED – Laminar Corrosion
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I-E.32
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I-E.33

Part I – Truss Spans
Section F: Tower Condition

Memorial Bridge - North Tower
Primary Columns
Northwest - Column Members
Member

Deterioration

T3-T4

Knee brace that supports lift guide rail has several corrosion holes.

T4-T5

Knee brace that supports lift guide rail has several corrosion holes.

Northeast - Column Members
Member
T0-T1

Deterioration
Minor section loss at T1
Section loss on batten plate 1/8" remain in 6"x1" area.

T2-T3

Southeast - Column Members
Member

Deterioration

T0-T1

Tower leg bowing on front and back face. 1/16" pitting on batten plate.

T1-T2

Laminar corrosion on leg at T2.

T2-T3

Knee braces at lift guide rail have laminar corrosion and corrosion holes.
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I-F.3

Memorial Bridge - North Tower
Primary Column Gusset Plates
Northwest - Gusset Plates
Plate
North Face (Bracing) Gusset

West Face Gusset

T0

Pack rust is causing gusset to bow out 3/4".

-

T1

Corrosion of all horizontal members inside
of connection. 1/2" pack rust on gusset
plate, causing plate be bent 1/8".

-

T2

Gusset plates pitting - 1/8" section loss.
1/8" pack rust causing gusset to bow out.

-

T3

North face: 4"x1" area at bent lacing has
100% section loss.
South Face: 100%
section loss in 2"x1.5" area.

Up 1/8" pitting on gusset plates. 1.125"
pack rust. 2" diameter corrosion hole in
horizontal strut at joint. 1" pack rust at
joints. Laminar corrosion on gusset.

T4

T5

Corrosion on gusset at connections to
10"x1" corrosion hole on west plate.
bracing members with 1/8" remain on most
Water ponding on batten plate adjacent to
of the plate. Corrosion holes in plate - total
joint. Up to 1/8" pitting on east plate.
area of all holes is 2 in^2.
East plate has up to 1/8" pitting and laminar
East plate has up to 1/8" pitting and
corrosion on all plates.
laminar corrosion on all plates.

Northeast - Gusset Plates
Plate
North Face (Bracing) Gusset

East Face Gusset

-

Moderate to heavy corrosion throughout
with 1/16" remain at edge and 100%
section loss in 4"x1" area.

T1

-

Pack rust up to 3/4". Heavy corrosion
throughout with 100% section loss in 4"x2"
area. Gusset bent 1/4" due to pack rust.

T3

Heavy corrosion with 1/8" remaining. 2
rivet heads have 40% section loss.

Gusset has 100% section loss for 1" from
edge and for 3 in^2 area at diagonal. Up to
1.5" pack rust. Heavy corrosion at
interface with members.

T4

Corrosion on gusset at connections to
bracing members.

1/2" pack rust and 1/4" bow at center.

T5

Heavy corrosion with up to 1/8" pack rust.

-

T0
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I-F.4

Memorial Bridge - North Tower
Primary Column Gusset Plates
Southwest - Gusset Plates
Plate
South Face (Bracing) Gusset
T0
1" diameter holes
Moderate corrosion on all surfaces at joint
T1
with pitting up to 1/8" and rivet head
section loss up to 40%.
Heavy corrosion on all surfaces at joint.
1/4" thickness remain on members and
T2
plates at connection. 2 in^2 corrosion in
hole in plate.
Heavy corrosion on all surfaces at joint.
1/8" remain on gusset for 4"x3" area at
T3
horizontal bracing. Rivet heads up to 50%
section loss.
Heavy corrosion on all surfaces at joint.
Plate welded to tower column and to
T4
bracing batten plate. Gusset plate bowing
out 1/2".
Moderate corrosion on all surfaces with
T5
pitting up to 1/16".
Southeast - Gusset Plates
Plate
South Face (Bracing) Gusset
T0
Up to 1" pack rust on gusset plate.
T1
T2
1/16" pitting, 1" pack rust.
T3

Up to 1/8" pitting.

T4

5"x2" corrosion hole.

Appendix C

West Face Gusset
-

-

-

-

-

East Face Gusset
Up to 1/16" pitting on gusset.
1/4" pack rust.
Laminar corrosion and 1/16" pitting.
Corrosion holes on both plates.
1/16" pitting.

I-F.5

Memorial Bridge - North Tower
Tower Verticals and Diagonals
West Face Tower members
Bay
Tower Member Deterioration
Horizontal strut has 1/8" pitting on batten
T1-T2
plate at T2-NW.
Horizontal strut and have up to 1/8" pitting
T2-T3
on batten plate at T3-NW.

Gusset Deterioration
-

T3-T4

Laminar corrosion on horizontals at T4-NW.

-

T4-T5

1/8" pitting on diagonal at T4.

-

East Face Tower members
Bay
Tower Member Deterioration
Laminar corrosion on flanges of diagonal
T0-T1
(1/32" SL).
Laminar corrosion on horizontal at T2-SE.
T1-T2
Up to 50% rivet head loss for full length of
horizontal.
Horizontal members deteriorated inside of
gusset connections. 1/8" remain on
T2-T3
horizontal legs. 1/8" pitting on horizontal
and three corrosion holes on batten plate at
joint T3-SE.

Gusset Deterioration
1/4" pack rust causing gusset to bow.
-

-

T3-T4

Horizontal members deteriorated inside of
gusset connections. Batten plate has 100%
section loss in 10 in^2 area at L4-NE. 3"
corrosion hole on horizontal at T4-SE. 1/16"
pitting on diagonal batten plate.

-

T4-T5

-

1/16" pitting in gusset.
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I-F.6

Memorial Bridge - North Tower
Tower Bracing - North and South Face
North Face Bracing
Bay

Bracing Member Deterioration

T0-T1

Pack rust on horizontal member at T1-NW.

T1-T2

Pack rust on horizontal member at T2-NW.
1/4" remains on outstanding leg.

T2-T3

T3-T4

Horizontal members deteriorated at joints 1/8" remaining on angles inside of
connections.
Horizontal members deteriorated at joints 1/4" remaining on angles inside of
connections.

T4-T5

-

South Face Bracing
Bay
T0-T1

Bracing Member Deterioration
-

T1-T2

-

T2-T3

T3-T4

T4-T5

Appendix C

Gusset Deterioration
Up to 1" pack rust on center gusset at
bracing connection. 1/16" remain at
edges.
Up to 1" pack rust on center gusset at
bracing connection. 1/16" remain at
edges.
Heavy corrosion on center gusset. 1/8"
remain on 5"x1" area. Plate bowed out
due to pack rust.
Pack rust on center gusset at bracing
connection with up to 2" of prying. 1/8"
remain at edges.
Severe corrosion on center gusset at
bracing connection. 1/16" remain at
interface with diagonals and plate has 4 1" diameter holes.

Gusset Deterioration
3/8" pack rust
Deterioration along edge of plate at
diagonal brace with 1/4" remain. 3/4" pack
rust on all corners of plate.

2.875" width remain on horizontal leg of
Up to 1" pack rust causing bowing in plate.
bracing angles at T3-SW.
Heavy corrosion with 1/16" remain on 6"x1"
area on horizontal angle. At T4-SW. 2.875"
width remain on horizontal leg of bracing
angles at T4-SW.
Moderate corrosion with up to 1/16" pitting
1.25" of pack rust at interface with all
at T5-SW. Flange of diagonal bent near T5diagonals. 2 corrosion holes in batten plate
SE. Batten plate has 5"x2" corrosion hole at
of horizontal at T5.
T5-SE.

I-F.7

Memorial Bridge - South Tower
Primary Columns
Northwest - Column Members
Member
T4-T5

Deterioration
Heavy pitting in leg up to 1/4".

Southwest - Column Members
Deterioration
Member
T0-T1
Knee brace that supports lift guide rail has laminar corrosion.
T1-T2
Knee brace that supports lift guide rail has laminar corrosion.
T2-T3
1/16" section loss on leg at T2-SW. and T3-SW.
Knee brace that supports lift guide rail has laminar corrosion and corrosion holes.
T3-T4
Northeast - Column Members
Member
T1-T2

Deterioration
Knee brace that supports lift guide rail has corrosion holes.

Southeast - Column Members
Deterioration
Member
Batten plate heavily corroded with almost 100% section loss throughout and several
T4-T5
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I-F.8

Memorial Bridge - South Tower
Primary Column Gusset Plates
Northwest - Gusset Plates
Plate
T0
T1
T2
T3
T4

T1

T2

T4
T5
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West Face Gusset

-

1/2" pack rust on gusset causing bowing.

Gusset plate is bent at strut with 1/8"
section loss.
1/4" pack rust between gusset plate and
1" corrosion hole in plate at horizontal strut
horizontal strut. Multiple corrosion holes
and 1/8" pitting elsewhere.
up to 4"x4" in size.
Laminar corrosion at guide rail and 100%
section loss along diagonal interface on
5"x1" area.
Bent batten plate near joint.

Southwest - Gusset Plates
Plate
T0

Deterioration

Deterioration

West Face Gusset
Up to 1.625" pack rust is causing the gusset
Up to 1/8" pitting. Pack rust causing up to
plate to bow. Gusset plate has 1/16"
1" bowing.
pitting along diagonal flange.
Heavy corrosion on all surfaces at T1
connections. Gusset plate heavily
Corrosion holes and laminar corrosion on
deteriorated along horizontal bracing with gusset plate and diagonal at plate. Up to
up to 100% section loss and a 3in^2
1/8" section loss on diagonal at gusset
plate.
corrosion hole. 1/16" remain in gusset
along vertical.
Gusset plate heavily deteriorated along
Pack rust between gusset plate and
horizontal and diagonal bracing with up to
horizontal strut, causing gussets to bow up
100% section loss and multiple corrosion
to 1". 1" diameter corrosion hole at the
holes up to 3in^2. Pack rust causing plate to
horizontal strut.
bow.
Heavy corrosion in gusset along horizontal
with 1/4" remaining. 1/8" pack rust at
bracing interface.
1in^2 corrosion hole on gusset.
-

I-F.9

Memorial Bridge - South Tower
Primary Column Gusset Plates
Northeast - Gusset Plates
Plate
North face gusset
Heavy corrosion on all surfaces. 1/4"
T1
remain.

East Face Gusset
-

T2

Heavy corrosion on all surfaces and up to
1.5" pack rust. 3/16" remain and there is a
2in^2 corrosion hole along diagonal

-

T3

Up to 3/4" pack rust at corner. Gusset has
100% section loss in a 24" high portion of
plate along tower columns.

4"x1" corrosion hole in gusset above the
horizontal strut. Up to 1/8" pitting at
interface with diagonals. Up to 1.25" pack
rust bowing plate.

T4

Up to 1.5" pack rust. 100% section loss at
top corner and in a 2"x1" corrosion hole.

Pack rust with up to 1/8" bowing on gusset
plates. 1/16" pitting on gusset plates.

Southeast - Gusset Plates
Plate
T1

North face gusset
-

East face gusset
1/8" pitting in exterior side gusset at
horizontal strut and at diagonal. Plate is
bowing 1/4" due to pack rust.

T2

Moderate corrosion on northern half of
Laminar corrosion on gusset plate along
connection. Corrosion on gusset along
diagonal. Plates are bowing up to 1" due to
diagonal at south half of connection - up to pack rust. Additional plate bolted to gusset
100% section loss. 2 rivet heads have 30%
is prying 1/4" at edge. 2"x1/2" corrosion
hole on gusset.
section loss.

T3

100% section loss in multiple locations with
Gusset plate has up to 1/8" pitting at inside
up to a 3"x1" area. Heavy corrosion along
face with members and up to 1/2" pack
horizontal with section loss varying from
rust, causing bowing.
100% to 1/8" remaining.

T4

Heavy corrosion on gusset plate with a
5"x1" corrosion hole above horizontal
connection, 1/8" remaining elsewhere and
pack rust at diagonal interface.
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1/16" pitting on gusset plates along
horizontal strut.

I-F.10

Memorial Bridge - South Tower
Tower Verticals and Diagonals
East Face Tower members
Bay
Tower Member Deterioration
Gusset Deterioration
Up to 90% loss in rivet heads on horizontal
T0-T1
strut at T0-SE.
Horizontal at T2 heavily corroded full length
T1-T2
with 3/16" remain and a 2.5"x1" corrosion
hole.
Batten plate on diagonal at T3-NE has up to
1/4" pitting. Batten plates have multiple
T2-T3
corrosion holes at both ends, including a 1
ft^2 corrosion hole on batten plates at T3NE.
Horizontal at T3 heavily deteriorated full
length with several corrosion holes near
T3-T4
power lines at middle (max 8"x1.5"). Rivet
heads have up to 50% section loss near east
side.
Heavy corrosion in bottom flange of
horizontal bracing at T4. Corrosion holes
Up to 1" pack rust at corners. Section loss
throughout, including at the cable
T4-T5
along diagonals with 3/16" remain.
connection.
Heavy
corrosion in batten plate at T5-NE. 100%
section loss in 4"x2" area.
West Face Tower members
Bay
Tower Member Deterioration
Diagonals have laminar corrosion on angles
and batten plates at T1-SW. Corrosion holes
T0-T1
on batten plates of diagonals and
horizontals.
T1-T2
1/16" pitting on horizontal at T2-NW.
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Gusset Deterioration
-

I-F.11

Memorial Bridge - South Tower
Tower Bracing - North and South Face
North Face Bracing
Bay

Bracing Member Deterioration

Gusset Deterioration

T0-T1

-

Up to 3/4" pack rust on corners of gusset
plates. 1/16" section loss on plates.

T1-T2

Corrosion holes in the top flange of the
horizontal at T2. Largest hole is 3"
diameter.

Up to 1" pack rust causing gusset to bow at
corners.

T2-T3

20% rivet head loss at batten plate near T3Up to 1" pack rust causing gusset to bow at
NW. Laminar corrosion along top flange of
corners. 1/16" pitting in gusset along
horizontal at T3. Only 1/8" remains in 4"
diagonals.
diameter area at T3-NW.

South Face Bracing
Bay

T0-T1

T1-T2

T2-T3

Bracing Member Deterioration

Gusset Deterioration

Horizontal bracing at T0 has hole in web
plate near T0-SW. Corrosion hole in
horizontal strut batten plate at T0-SW.
Laminar corrosion on strut flange at T0-SW

Up to 3/4" pack rust at diagonals.

Horizontal angle legs of horizontal bracing at
T1 has heavy corrosion at gussets with 1/4"
Up to 3/4" pack rust at diagonals.
remaining.
Horizontal bracing has heavy corrosion at
gussets with up to 100% section loss.
Up to 3/4" pack rust at diagonals. 3"x3/4"
Batten plate at T2-SW has 1"x1" corrosion
corrosion hole.
hole.

T3-T4

-

Heavy section loss - up to 100% in 4in^2
area. 1/4" remain along diagonal edge.
1/2" pack rust at diagonals.

T4-T5

-

Heavy corrosion on gusset with 1/8"
remaining and 4 - 1in^2 corrosion holes
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New Hampshire Department of Transportation

Appendix C
Part II
Kittery Approach Spans

Part II – Kittery Approach Spans
Section A: Floorbeam Condition
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II-A.4
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II-A.5
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II-A.6
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II-A.7
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II-A.8

Part II – Kittery Approach Spans
Section B: Stringer Condition
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